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Abstract
This thesis describes the design and implementation of an optimization model to
manage inventory at Dell's American factories. Specifically, the model is a mixed
integer program which makes routing decisions on incoming monitors (a bulky item
which incurs great shipping costs) from Asia to Dell's factories in America as well as
inventory transfer decisions from factory to factory.
The optimization model approaches the inventory allocation problem by minimiz-
ing inventory routing costs plus shortage costs across all sites subject to constraints
which define the specifics of Dell's supply chain. Shortage costs are assessed using a
per part per day back order penalty, however a more precise assessment of shortage
costs using actual costs from a combined MIT/Dell study is also presented.
The software implementation of the optimization model has been field tested and
validated and is now being adopted on a global level for use in balancing supply to
all of Dell's factories worldwide. The software design as well as the implementation
results are discussed within this thesis.
Also, an adaptation of the model to a global scale is presented. This extension
of the model, which assumes a "global warehouse" upstream in the supply chain,
allocates inventory from the China to regional facilities throughout the world subject
to supply chain constraints and the understanding that regional teams will tend to
balance out their own region's inventory using intraregional balancing decisions.
Thesis Supervisor: Jeremie Gallien
Title: J. Spencer Standish (1945) Associate Professor of
Operations Management
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This introduction provides the historical context surrounding the development of the
inventory allocation optimization model which is the subject of this thesis. We give
a summary of the historical changes to the Dell supply chain which have necessitated
the development of a supply routing model. We also give a description of the inven-
tory balancing practices that have been developed at Dell. These inventory balancing
practices which are carried out within the Supply Chain Command Center, the of-
fice responsible for balancing inventory across Dell's facilities, will later become the
potential decisions of the inventory allocation model we describe in Chapter 2. Also
is provided a literature review which contextualizes this work in reference to other
optimal inventory allocation research.
1.1 The Evolution of Dell's North American sup-
ply chain
In 1984, Michael Dell began manufacturing computers in his UT Austin dorm room
- a humble beginning for a company that has since become a household name, com-
manding a remarkable $50 million in sales per day from its website Dell.com by 2000.
As Dell grew, naturally its operations became increasingly complex. Relevant to this
paper, which focuses on allocating monitors and chassis to US factories, is the growth
in complexity of Dell's North American supply chain. Most importantly to us are
the following three developments: the move to an Asian supply base, the use ven-
dor managed inventory (VMI) and third party logistics, and a shift to what is called
"GeoManufacturing" (GeoMan for short).
Asian supply base: In 1998, Dell Incorporated began its operations in China, one
of many changes that has shaped its global supply chain into the form in which
we find it today. To date, the majority of the flat panel monitors and desktop
chassis sold in the United States now come from China with only the scattered
few being manufactured in Mexico. Since monitors and chassis are heavy, volu-
minous items, they are mostly shipped from China to the U.S. by full container
loads aboard ocean freighters. Scattered air shipments of these products are
sent to fill in gaps during periods of substantial inventory shortage.
Vendor-managed inventory/third party logistics: Instead of transporting and
storing their own inventory, Dell employs third party logistics providers to move
and store their supply. These providers operate what are called Supplier Logis-
tics Centers (SLCs) which are supplier managed warehouses that sit physically
across from Dell facilities. The inventory stored at these warehouses is still
owned by suppliers. Dell does not take ownership of inventory and pull it into
their warehouse until they have orders for which the inventory is needed.
GeoManufacturing: For many years, Dell manufactured computers solely in Austin,
Texas, using parts from suppliers also located in Austin. Computers were then
shipped out from Austin to all over the United States. Along with the supply
base moving from Austin to Asia, Dell also moved part of its own operations
out of Austin. Beginning in 2000, new manufacturing facilities were opened
in Nashville, Tennessee and Winston Salem, North Carolina. The purpose of
opening multiple facilities was to reduce the outbound cost of shipping orders
to the customer, mitigate the risk of a disaster destroying Dell's manufacturing
capability, and reduce lead times to the customer, improving customer service.
Not only were factories added to Dell's US supply operations but also merge
centers. A merge center is a facility where computers are not manufactured but
rather where peripherals (monitors, printers, etc.) are boxed with a customer's
computer order, built elsewhere, so that the complete order can be shipped
out together, minimizing outbound shipping costs. For the purposes of this
paper, we concern ourselves with the Reno, Nevada merge center which ships
out monitors just as the factories do.
Under this new US supply chain structure, orders placed on Dell's website are
routed to the appropriate facility by some predefined rule. For example, twenty
percent of dimension orders might be routed to Nashville. Given that multiple
facilities under GeoMan now build the same types of orders, they must all
have the same types of monitors and chassis stored in their SLCs. Since stock
levels are maintained based on forecasted demand, variation occurs and supply
imbalance and shortages across sites occur. A centralized office was created in
2003 to supervise Dell's American logistics operations and execute inventory
balancing decisions. This office is called the Supply Chain Command Center
(SC3). The SC3 for North American operations resides in Austin.[Rey06]
1.2 SC3 inventory management decisions
Since the creation of the SC3, supply chain analysts within the office have been
responsible for making numerous decisions to ensure inventory is appropriately dis-
tributed across Dell's U.S. sites to meet predicted levels of demand. These decisions
fall into four categories: container diversions, container expedites, SLC transfers, and
factory transfers.
SLC transfers: When the SC3 first came online, the primary means of rebalancing
supply used among North American facilities was the SLC transfer. An SLC
transfer is a transshipment of supply from one SLC to another via truck. The
costs incurred by such a transfer are transportation costs as well as costs associ-
ated with bringing the inventory in and out of the two SLCs. For the purposes
of this thesis, we shall lump all of these costs into a single SLC transfer cost.
SLC truck transfers may either employ a single driver or a team of two drivers.
Since laws prohibit truck drivers from driving more than a certain length of time
each day without resting, a team driver SLC truck transfer allows for supply to
move faster as the drivers may take turns. Also, with a team of drivers, the truck
need not be parked at truck stops for prolonged resting periods which expose
the SLC inventory to greater risk of theft. Since team driver SLC transfers
require two drivers, the cost increase is substantial.
Factory transfers: Once Dell takes ownership of inventory from the vendor, i.e.
pulls it from the SLC, the inventory is moved into the factory. In general,
inventory is pulled into the factory only to build orders, however sometimes
inventory which has already been taken onto Dell's books will then be trans-
ferred from one factory to another. In the U.S., the majority of factory to
factory transfers are done via what is called a Red Ball transfer. The Red Ball
is merely a regularly scheduled truck transfer, which is often called a "milk run"
within the industry and literature. There are currently several legs each week
between various Dell facilities, and each leg currently costs substantially less
than a standard SLC transfer. Unlike SLC transfers where whole truck loads
of a part can be moved, Red Ball transfers have an eight pallet per part limit.
Container diversions: Containers shipped from China to the U.S. may be rerouted
from their original destination to a new one. Since Dell does not own the
material yet, the SC3 supply chain analysts must contact the suppliers who
then do the actual rerouting of the container. Containers which are on the
same ship going to the same destination are often grouped together on a bill of
lading (BOL), and when a diversion is made of some or all of the containers on
a BOL, a new BOL must be drawn up for the diverted material. This change
incurs a fixed administrative cost to create a new BOL. To give the logistics
supplier enough time to process the destination change and create a new BOL,
there is a cutoff point past which a container may no longer be diverted. For
DAO, this cutoff point is currently three days before a container arrives at the
port of Los Angeles.
Container expedites: Similar to diverting containers, containers may also be ex-
pedited. In DAO, containers are by default transported across the U.S. to Dell
factories by rail. Dell can instead expedite these containers to go by truck and
team driver truck. The same port cutoff rules apply to these decisions, and since
the mode of transport changes, a new BOL must be drawn up for the expedited
containers just as if they had been diverted. The marginal cost of an expedite
over the default rail mode is close to that of an SLC transfer. For example,
a team driver trucked container to Winston Salem from LA currently has a
marginal cost increase over rail nearly equal to the cost of a team driver SLC
transfer from any DAO facility and brings supply into Winston Salem thirteen
days earlier than anticipated by rail from LA.
Figure 1-1 below gives a diagram illustrating these four decisions.
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Figure 1-1: Dell North American supply chain (chassis and monitors).[Dha08]
1.3 Dynamic Replenishment Phase I
Soon after the SC3 was created, the office found itself in the position of having to
transfer and reroute a great deal of material, especially in times of shortage. By 2006,
the material rerouting costs spent by the SC3 reached levels that Dell management
deemed high. Figure 1-2, taken from Amy Reyner's 2006 thesis, illustrates the increase
in material rerouting costs incurred through 2006. [Rey06J
When the SC3 first began its inventory balancing efforts, transfer, expedite, and
diversion decisions were made in an ad hoc, email-intensive way based on numerous,
disaggregated data sources that described inventory positions across SLCs as well as
forecasted levels of future demand. The need for a standard tool to visualize the
current and predicted future situation across Dell facilities became apparent.
In the fall of 2005, Amy Reyner, a MIT master's student in the Leaders for Man-
ufacturing program together with Julie Alspaugh, a Dell supply chain analyst, began
the pilot of what has been termed at Dell as Dynamic Replenishment Phase I, an effort
to develop just such a standardized visualization tool for making material rebalanc-
ing decisions. The program's scope was limited to balancing chassis and monitors
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Figure 1-2: Increasing supply routing costs within the SC3 through 2006. [Rey06]
across sites since these two bulky items account for a large amount of the inventory
balancing costs. This program was titled "Dynamic Replenishment Phase I" by Dell
and central to the project was the development of what is called the "balance tool," a
combined Excel and Visual Basic tool which aggregates the three pieces of data nec-
essary to make inventory balancing decisions: current inventory positions, demand
forecasts, and the supply line tracking.
At the beginning of the day, the balance tool is updated by the supply routing
analyst. Through a VBA script, the tool pulls in inventory, tracking, and forecast
data from files that exist on the Dell intranet. Using this information, future days'
inventory positions can be projected along with their predicted days of supply in
inventory (DSI). The DSI level is merely inventory divided by demand. This projec-
tion into the future is possible using these three inputs since a future day's inventory
is merely today's inventory plus incoming supply minus demand up until that day.
Figure 1-3 below gives a screenshot of the balance tool populated with fictitious data
meant for illustrating this calculation.
Based on the situation which is visualized by the balance tool, the SC3 supply
chain analyst makes routing decisions. To analyze the effects of these decisions, the
analyst can type them into the balance tool which then updates DSI levels to reflect
the modified supply line. Figures 1-4 and 1-5 display SLC transfer and diversion
decisions respectively.
Thus, the result of Dynamic Replenishment Phase I was to provide the routing
analyst with a visualization tool in which to view the current and future inventory
projects based on demand forecasts and to enter decisions to help their potential
benefit. The balance tool effectively enabled the analyst to make decisions based on
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Figure 1-3: The Dynamic Replenishment balance tool. Actual data shown is fictitious
and provided for illustration purposes only.[Rey06]
an aggregated dataset displayed in an understandable format, something which had
eluded the SC3 prior to the project.
1.4 Dynamic Replenishment Phase II
When Dynamic Replenishment Phase I concluded, the SC3 analyst had an organiza-
tion process and visual tool available to aid in inventory balancing decisions within
DAO. There were however still a number of outstanding issues with the decision
making process put into place:
* The number of parts which the analyst is responsible for keeping in balance
numbers hovers close to one hundred. This many parts, combined with the fact
that often a high number of decisions are made on any given part, yields a large
workload for the analyst. It may not be feasible for the analyst to return to
each part every day when new information becomes available to check up on
the supply chain status and make new decisions if need should arise.
* The large amount of data which goes into making inventory balancing decisions
makes it difficult for an analyst to weigh all possible routing solutions in search
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fictitious and provided for illustration purposes only. [Rey06]
of the cheapest and most effective.
The analyst is unable to weigh the cost of a decision against its potential savings.
Decisions are made to balance supply levels, not mitigate costs. In reference to
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the balance tool described above, decisions are made to mitigate red levels of
DSI without fully accounting for the cost implications of the decisions used to
fix the situation beyond staying within some sort of weekly SC3 budget.
* The balance tool and the analyst using it take demand forecasts as fact unless
there is some substantial reason to doubt them such as a high backlog which
would lead an analyst to adjust the demand forecast upward. Demand forecasts
are however far from perfect and ideally the variability of actual demand around
the forecast should be considered.
* When the analyst who is relied upon to make inventory rebalancing decision
leaves their position which is then filled by a new analyst, there is a learning
curve during which decision quality will suffer.
These inherent complications in balancing Dell's DAO inventory lead one to con-
sider the possibility of automated decision recommendation. After all, the process
by which the analyst makes inventory balancing decisions is highly structured. Thus,
in September of 2006, a follow-on project (appropriately titled "Dynamic Routing
Phase II" by Dell) to create a optimization model for suggesting inventory balancing
decisions began. An optimization model addresses the issues of speed and thorough-
ness discussed above. Furthermore, a model needs no training, and its decisions are
objective - they are not subject to the pressures of management - and are able to
numerically weigh the costs of a decision with the potential savings its bring about.
Over the past two years, just such an optimization model has been created. The
model is a mixed integer program that generates routing decisions on a part by part
basis by minimizing a sum of transportation costs and predicted inventory shortage
costs over a future time horizon. The MIP, which is embedded within an Excel/VBA
software prototype, is coded within OPL Studio and solved using CPLEX. For over
a year, the model has been tested piloted at Dell for making inventory replenishment
decisions.
The formal definition of the model, the means by which it is put into a software
prototype, the results of its use, and the extension of the model upstream in the
supply chain to a global scale are all described in the following chapters.
1.5 Literature Review
The model presented in this thesis is a multi-period inventory allocation model. Or-
dering decisions from Asian manufacturers are outside the model's scope and are
conducted by whom are called "global buyers" at Dell. The optimization model is a
mixed integer program which considers nonstationary stochastic demand and incorpo-
rates redistribution decisions (which we call inventory transfer decisions). Backorder
costs plus transportation costs are minimized in the model, although we also present
a cost function in which the backorder penalty is exchanged for costs associated with
orders satisfied late and losts sales associated with inventory shortage. Furthermore,
the model has been converted into an operational software. All of these features place
the model in a specific position in relation to prior work done on similar problems.
Below I give a brief review of other publications relevant to this work, however for a
further discussion of the relevant literature see Caro and Gallien (2007).[CG08]
Eppen and Schrage (1981) consider random demand within the context of re-
ordering policies from a centralized warehouse which stores no inventory but rather
serves as an "order-coordinating center," a function similar to that of the port
of Los Angeles in this thesis. Demand is identically distributed across sites and
periods. [ES81]
Federguen and Zipkin (1984a) consider ordering decisions to a centralized ware-
house combined with allocation decisions to retailers. Within this framework they
minimize linear ordering costs, backorder costs, and holding costs by approximately
solving a dynamic program.[FZ84a] Also, Federgruen and Zipkin (1984b) address in-
ventory allocation under exogenous supply conditions where the shortage cost they
formulate in their objective function, a per unit backorder penalty applied to expected
shortage at retail facilities, closely matches the first expected shortage cost presented
in this paper. They combine a single time period allocation problem with a vehicle
routing problem which they then solve using heuristics for the traveling salesperson
problem. [FZ84b]
Jonsson and Silver (1987) present a combined base-stock reordering and allocation
model under non-stationary stochastic demand to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of
end-of-horizon inventory redistribution decisions among retailers where redistribution
costs were assessed on a per unit basis. This end-of-horizon inventory redistribution
is similar to the SLC transfers of the model presented in the paper which are assessed
a per truck, not per unit, cost.[JS871
Axsater, Marklund, and Silver (2002) consider an allocation and ordering problem
for a two-echelon inventory system with stationary stochastic demand which they
address using several heuristics to determine echelon stock reordering policies by
minimizing holding and backorder costs. [AMS02]
While in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis we develop a material allocation model
with no centralized warehouse beyond the port of Los Angeles (which in effect is a
stockless warehouse to the extent that material is diverted there), in Chapter 4 we
extend the supply allocation model to a global scale, where material is routed to all
of Dell's regions, such as America or Europe, and introduce a global warehouse which
pools stock from suppliers over the model's entire time horizon. Literature which
considers this type of risk-pooling at a central warehouse that retains stock includes
Schwarz (1985) and McGavin, Schwarz, and Ward (1993).[SDB85] [MSW93]
A useful reference for understanding the events leading up to this project is Amy
Reyner's 2006 thesis on Dynamic Routing Phase I and the development of the inven-
tory balance tool.[Rey06] To better understand the cost of a parts shortage at Dell, a
concept which is heavily discussed in §2.3.2, see Nadya Dhalla's thesis which details
the study she conducted at Dell to quantify parts shortage costs. [Dha08]

Chapter 2
Supply Routing Optimization
Model Formulation
In this chapter, we will discuss the supply routing MIP developed for material allo-
cation among DAO facilities from a formal mathematical perspective. We begin by
formally defining all of the model's components, including static input data, decisions
variables, and random components which all go into the optimization model. Follow-
ing this discussion, we give a formal description of the mixed integer optimization
problem in its entirety. After defining the model we will develop a method by which
the shortage cost component of the objective function may be fine tuned.
2.1 Formal Definitions
This section focuses in turn on the key elements that define the optimization model:
data, decision variables, and random variables. There is a separate section dedicated
to explaining the shortage cost part of the model as well as a brief section describing
the model's objective function. The last portion of the document contains a formal
description of the optimization model.
2.1.1 Static Data
A great deal of static data must be fed to the optimization model including shipping
container information, transportation costs, lead times, and schedules, inventories,
demand forecasts, and shortage cost data. In order to define the MIP formally, we
will first define all of this static data.
Incoming Supply Line: Monitors coming from Asia are shipped in forty foot con-
tainers by boat to the Port of Los Angeles. From Los Angeles they are shipped
to one of Dell's American facilities which we will index using £.
Each container is unmixed, i.e. is full of a single type of monitor, and is part
of a bill of lading (BOL) which is a grouping of containers all of which are
carrying the same part number. All of the containers on a BOL have the same
destination and the same arrival date to that destination. Thus, we input the
following data in the model to capture this:
BOL Container Original Destination Qty Port ETA SLC ETA
1 1 Austin 816 Sept 14 Sept 24
2 2 Nashville 1274 Sept 22 Oct 2
2 3 Nashville 1274 Sept 22 Oct 2
etc... etc... etc... etc... etc... etc...
j i ODi qi ETAPort  ETASLc
Note that in the table above, ODi is used to signify a container's original des-
tination which is determined by the supplier, and ETAP ort stands for the esti-
mated time of arrival on which the container i will arrive in Los Angeles.
Only those containers which are still 3 days from the port may be rerouted from
their original destination or expedited by a new mode of transportation. When
containers on an old BOL are expedited or rerouted, all those from the old BOL
that are routed and expedited similarly will be grouped together and assigned
a new BOL.
Let C be the subset of containers i that may still be re-routed (diverted or
expedited), and C its complement. To capture more formally the BOL structure,
we define Cj as the subset of containers in C U C which are assigned to the jth
bill of lading. For example, in the table above both containers 2 and 3 would
be contained in C2.
Demand forecasts: Dell uses demand forecasting to predict the future consumption
of parts at its facilities. This input data may be represented by fte, standing
for Dell's predicted demand on a future day t for factory location f.
Current net inventory: We define lot as the current part inventory on hand minus
outstanding current part orders at each location £. Note that this quantity may
go negative as backlog can exceed a facility's inventory on hand.
Container routing specifications: By default, an incoming container from Asia
arrives at the port of Los Angeles and is transloaded onto rail, however the
model may also decide to expedite the container by putting its inventory on
a truck or a team truck. A team truck is merely a truck with two drivers
who take turns to eliminate downtime. Let m index these three transportation
modes between the LA port and Dell facilities.
We define c C 0n t as the transportation cost of a container between the LA port
and Dell location e (e.g. Austin, Nashville, Reno, etc.) using transportation
mode m. Likewise, L ont will represent the transportation time between the
LA port and Dell location f using transportation mode m. Furthermore we
approximate a fixed re-routing cost cBOL representing the administrative cost
of creating a new BOL.
Using the lead time data LCnt and the port ETA date ETAP"'t of each container
i, we may calculate the potential delivery of a container i to any location £ by
any mode m as ETA"ort + L, nt.
SLC-to-SLC transfer specifications: Dell transfers inventory from one SLC to
another using using a standard truck or team truck SLC transfer. Let truck
and team truck transfer modes between Dell facilities be indexed by fn.
Since truck and team truck SLC transfer costs are fixed per truck, we let cisf
be the cost of renting a truck for a transfer from f to £' using mode fn.
Let the corresponding lead-time SLC for a transfer of parts between Dell facility
£ and Dell facility £' using transfer mode fa.
Factory-to-factory transfer specifications: Unlike SLC transfers which are ulti-
mately coordinated by third party logistics providers, Dell runs its own inven-
tory transfer mode from factory to factory for parts that have already been
pulled from the SLC and taken onto Dell's books. This transfer mode is a truck
transfer called a Red Ball.
Red Ball truck transfers are unique in that they run on a fixed schedule and
incorporate a limit on the number of pallets per part that may be transferred.
To capture the Red Ball schedule we define binary flags Stej, equal to one when
a Red Ball from £ to £' leaves on day t and zero otherwise. Furthermore, R will
capture the pallet limit for the Red Ball transfer, and J will stand for the number
of parts that may be fit on a pallet. Both the pallet and scheduling restrictions
of the Red Ball are captured by constraint (7) in the MIP formulation stated
in section §2.2.
We also define cjPf as the cost of transferring one pallet of the part being
considered from Dell location £ to Dell location £' using Red Ball, and we define
the corresponding lead-time LRB for a transfer of parts between Dell facility £
and Dell facility £' using Red Ball.
Shortage Cost Parameter: There is a cost associated with Dell being short of
parts to fulfill its demand on a given day. We define B as the fixed cost associ-
ated to one part shortage-day. The means of arriving at B will be addressed in
§2.3.
The function for computing expected future shortages, treated in §2.1.4, is
a nonlinear convex function of the MIP's decision variables. To embed this
convex function in the linear model, we must approximate the function by
linear tangents and minimize over their envelope to arrive at a notion of expected
shortage-days. Let P be the index set of approximating segments to the shortage
cost, which are captured by their slopes and y-intercepts and are indexed by
time, location and P, and therefore may be written as ste and btep for time t,
location £, and p E P.
2.1.2 Decision Variables
The following section breaks down all of the decision variables used by the model.
Routing variables: Each routable container, i E C, can go to any of the dell facili-
ties £ by any of modes specified above. The model must decide to which location
and by which transportation mode to route the container, and to capture this
decision we define binary variables Yitm for all i E C where Yim- = 1 if container
i is routed from the LA port to Dell facility i using transportation mode m, and
yitm = 0 otherwise. The fact that each container i must be routed to a single
destination using a single transportation mode would be captured by constraint
(3) of the model draft in section §2.2.
In addition, to capture the cost of diversions we define for each BOL j binary
variables zje• such that zjem = 1 if a container i E Cj is scheduled for delivery
to location £ by mode m.
Transfer variables: We define Ntelfi to be the number of full trucks worth of parts
that will be transferred from l to 1' at time t using mode ri. Let Wtee'tt be a
binary variable equal to 1 when an additional truck is needed to transfer a
less than truckload quantity of parts. Furthermore, let Q be the maximum
number of parts that may be loaded into a truck, and let 0 < itee',sý 5 Q be the
corresponding number of parts to be put into the truck referred to by wta',,m.
Let variables ttee, > 0 represent the number of pallets included in a transfer
initiated at time t from Dell facility e to Dell facility f' using the Red Ball
transfer mode.
The fact that a transfer may only occur if there's enough inventory available
at the origin location could be captured through constraint (5) of the model
formulation in §5.
Inventory variables: Although we will develop the notion of inventory a great deal
further in §2.1.3, we define here three decision variables. We define Ite as the
mean inventory on day t at location e. Furthermore, we define It and I, as
the respective positive and negative parts of It,. In addition to this, we define
the binary variable Ifr" which equals 1 when It, is positive and 0 otherwise.
Expected Shortage variables: We let vte represent the expected number of parts
short on day t in location f. For an in depth discussion of how vte is set, see
section §2.1.4.
2.1.3 Random Variables
One of the main attributes of the Dynamic Replenishment optimization model is its
incorporation of random demand in place of a stationary demand forecast. Since
future inventory and expected shortage-days are functions of demand, in this section
we shall develop their calculations as well.
Demand: Future customer demand at a Dell factory is inherently an unknown,
random quantity which we model as a random variable called dte. The De-
mand/Supply Team at Dell predicts dte using forecasts fte as discussed earlier
in §2.1.1.
As is the case with all demand forecasts, Dell's forecasts are often in error, how-
ever by studying historical part consumption on the site level as it compares to
historical forecast numbers, we may arrive at an understanding of the distribu-
tion of the forecasting error. For the cumulative forecast up to day t, Ek<t fke,
we will call this forecasting error distribution &te. A historical study conducted
by Charles Dubois confirmed empirically that Ete is normally distributed for all
t and e and provided estimates for its parameters.
Thus we may define cumulative demand up to day t at f as:
Dte = Z dke
k=O
t
L1 fAte + Ee
k=O
= N(tte, ate)
Future inventory: While Ioe is static input data, future inventory for t $ 0 is
the initial inventory net any supply inflow and outflow prior to day t minus
cumulative demand prior to t. Since demand is then the only random component
of inventory, it follows that inventory is likewise normally distributed.
Since inventory is normally distributed, we first define the mean of inventory,
which following the convention of its static counterpart lot, we will call Ith for
a given day t and location £, as follows:
Ite = Ioe + E q iyiem + Ef(i,m):iEC,(ETAPort+L Cn t)•<_t-1} {jEC:ODj =f,ETA SL c
t-1 t-1Z E (QNkeem + -kee,') - E E Jike,+{e'#e£,7} k=0 {e'~)} k=O
E E (QN(k-LsLc)tfiem + -(k-LSLC)eljih)+
{e'#e,mr} {kE{O,...,t-1}:k-L ~s 0} I''r "
Sn JTX(k-Le,)ele - I(t-1)e for all t >
{e'e} {kE{O,...,t-1}:k-L,e>0 O}
st-1}
1,e.
Ite will be useful in defining constraints in §2.2 such as those that restrict truck
transfers from empty SLCs. As for calculating the expected number of parts
shortages on any given day t for that we will require a definition of inventory
as a random variable:
= N(Ioe - Poe, Joe)
= N(Ith - (Pte - I(t-1)e), utce)
= N(poj, uoe) for all £.
= N(pte, ue) for all t > l,.
Since we will be using inventory to compute expected shortages, I have defined
JoRand
Itn
a n d
it above pessimistically as the inventory prior to day t's supply arriving but
after day t's demand has arrived.
2.1.4 Shortage Cost
In this section, we describe the shortage cost calculation analytically, followed by a
description of the approximation used to embed the cost within the MIP.
Actual Shortage Cost: We define the fixed cost B as the cost of a single, one-day-
late order. Thus, B is a backorder penalty. Ideally, we may calculate the likely
inventory shortage cost for a time, t, at a location, £, as the product of B with
the expected inventory backlog:
BE[(Itand)-],
where - denotes the negative part of the function in the expectation. Since Itand
is normally distributed, we can expand this out:
F oo__ -( ± I+te) )d2
tB 0 te
If we let u = xte, implying dx = uatdu then by substitution we have:
0 2
B Z[ 0Gtt -. e (xpu--au =)d
t,f [I v12-7 2
00 -U 2  ( 1 p( -U 2 ) du)]
BZ[_J U exp(-2-)du) -I exp( )du
ate te
B E 1[a0- pa) - J(-IAt)]
tt f Ol atO
where q and I) are the standard normal pdf and cdf respectively. Note that only
the mean, ute, of the normal distribution Itjand in our expectation is affected by
our decision variables, while the standard deviation is determined solely by the
forecasting error standard deviation which is a static input.
Thus, we may think of our expected backlog as a function of the value of ite,
which has second derivative:
Since this function is always positive, the shortage cost calculation is a convex
function in terms of changes in the decision variables. This fact is key in terms
of approximating the shortage cost in order to embed it in our MIP formulation.
Approximate Shortage Cost: Considering the actual shortage cost calculation is
nonlinear, we must approximate it using a piecewise linear function. Further-
more, we would like our approximation to be quickly computed based on the
input data, so that feasibly this model could be run on hundreds of different
data sets, corresponding to different part numbers, at the start of each day.
With this in mind, let us consider approximating:
ate o-t_
for a particular fixed time and location. Since this is a convex function in
terms of changes in decision variables, one simple means of approximation is
to choose a lower and upper bound for -ite, take tangents to the function at
these points and then take successive tangents at the intersection of these and
so forth until the desired degree of accuracy is obtained. In this way, we obtain
as an intersection of these tangents a piecewise linear function that is a lower
bound to the shortage cost. A discussion of the error bounds and convergence
properties of this sampling method, called the "maximum error rule," can be
found in Rote (1992).[Rot92]
This leads to the natural question of how we then go about choosing our lower
and upper bounds to -teu.
A natural lower bound corresponds to a situation in which inventory is as large
as possible based on the input data. The most extreme case that one could
consider would be that all initial inventory from all factories would be instantly
transferred to facility £ and all containers that can be rerouted and expedited
in the fastest manner possible to £ by time t would be sent immediately. Such
a lower bound is written:
LBtu = Pte- ( Iot + qi+ qi)
e {iEC:ETAP ort -+L C n tt • for any m} {icC:ODi=e,ETASLC<t}
As for the upper bound, it would correspond to a situation in which all initial
inventory is transferred out of facility £ and all containers destined for £ are
diverted while demand continues to act on this emptied facility. The equation
for such an upper bound is simply:
UBte = pft
Using these LBte and UBtj and sampling tangents in between them by the
recursive method described above, we arrive at a simple, accurate piecewise
linear approximation to the actual shortage cost very quickly. Such calculations
need to be performed prior to running the MIP and would be given as input in
the form of slopes and y-intercepts for each segment of approximation. Thus,
let P be the index set of approximation points. We then require as input, step
and btip for all t in our time horizon, locations f, and p E P where s and b
are slopes and y-intercepts respectively. We then minimize the shortage cost
variables vte over the piecewise linear approximations as seen in constraint (8)
of the model formulation in §2.2.
2.1.5 Objective Function
The objective function is the overall sum of routing costs,
fer costs and inventory/shortage costs. For the purposes of
function is expressed as:
S coentyim + 5 CBOL( ZJm - 1) +
i,e,m j ',m
diversion costs, trans-
the model, this object
S cs (Nut5rh + Wtfe'h)+
S ceeRB + BE Vt{(t,',f,):beA I, t,'
where the terms break down as follows:
Routing Costs
BOL Splitting Costs
SLC Transfer Costs
Factory Transfer Costs
Shortage Costs
SConltym
i,£,m
E cBOL(Z Zj m 1)j C ,m
L csi (NterS + wte~)m
RB-C ci, Xtef'
B vte
t,f
2.2 MIP Formulation
Now that all of the relevant parts have been defined, the second draft of the opti-
mization model formulation can be written as:
min EC c&ntyiem + E BOL( Zjem E- c1)+ Z gNtee'm ,h wteelr)+
i,e,m ji ,m {(t,e',):t '}
E ceP it, + BE vtt{(t,e,e,):e$e'} t,e (1)
s.t. Ite = of + E qiYitm +
{(i,m):iEC,(ETAP or t +L C on t ) _t-1}
t-1 t-11 E (QNkn + ikUm) - E 1 Jkee'+
{e,'#e,m} k=O {e,'e} k=O
E E (QN(k-LsLC)e•mf + (k-LsC)jpff)
{'#eA i} {ke{0,...,t-1}:k-LSL >O} £Om tI'm
1 1 JX(k- L,1 )'e - P(t-1)e for all t > 1, F.{'Vfe} {kE{O,...,t-1}:k-L~,, >_O}
le = It - It for all t > 1,i.
I + < M(It/fin ) for all t > 1,1.
Ii < M(1 - Itn ) for all t>_ 1,.
Em, Yiem =1 for all i E C
Zjem > Yiem for all j, e, m, i E Cj
Ee#fe,f(QNteern + iteettf) + Ze,,j Jxtee, • I< + for all (t, )
itemer <• Qwt•,ee for all t,f 3 f', rM^
the' < R(Stee,) for all t, £ :/ t'
vte > step(Cte - Ite) + btep for all (t, f,p E P)
Yitm, Zjem,, Wteui, Iti~ {0,1} for all (t, i, j, £, ', m, h)
tee,NtjEe'ri,7ýtefffIAt, j> 2 0 for all (t, 1f, ', 1f)
2.3 Setting the Shortage Cost Value, B
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
When Dynamic Replenishment was first initiated at Dell, there was no comprehensive
quantitative answer to the question, "How much does a shortage cost?" Within the
DAO SC3 office, decisions are not made by formally balancing shortage costs with
inventory routing costs. Rather, it is generally assumed, and perhaps true in many
circumstances, that the cost of a part shortage is far greater than the cost of pre-
venting it by re-routing and expediting supply. Decisions are often made to keep DSI
levels at a sufficiently high number of days of supply while staying within the budget
for inventory reallocation set aside for the next week.
Thus, when developing the Dynamic Replenishment optimization model, the means
by which the backlog penalty B was set presented a problem.
2.3.1 Emulating the analyst
One method of setting B is simply to set it at a value such that the model's decisions
most closely mimic those of the analyst. In this way, we value a shortage the same as
E qj-
{jeC:ODj=f,ETAsL C <t-1}
the analyst implicitly values it so that we may achieve the same service level already
maintained by the SC3, a service level which has been approved of by management
and thus perhaps corresponds to some obfuscated but appropriate balance of shortage
and transportation costs.
In the spring of 2007, I conducted an empirical study whereby the historical
decisions made by a Dell supply chain analyst were compared to the output of the
optimization model at various values of B until a value was located which spent close
to the same amount as the analyst by recommending similar decisions to the analyst.
An illustration containing one such comparison conducted in this study is given in
figure 2-1. The data in this example has been disguised. In this example a B value
between, say, $3.40 and $3.43 would output the two truck transfers from Austin to
Winston Salem, which the analyst had recommended, without recommending any
significant costly additions.
1' I I-~-·---:------~-~
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Figure 2-1: A backlog penalty of $3.41 best emulates the analyst's 2 truck transfers.
Actual data shown is fictitious and provided for illustration purposes only.
While expedient, this method is nevertheless problematic. There is no guarantee
that the service level maintained by the analyst is anywhere close to the service
level which minimizes actual shortage costs plus transportation costs. Furthermore,
additional empirical study revealed that the amount an analyst is willing to spend
on transportation to maintain a certain level of shortages changes. In other words,
sss~a~~l-·--~-l-C-"-------1-·"·-·------
the value of B implicit to analyst decisions is highly inconsistent. To illustrate this
variation in how shortages are valued, figure 2-2 provides a juxtaposition of two sets
of decisions where the data has been disguised. Each set of decisions comprises all
of the material expedite, diversion, and transfer decisions made during a given week
for a given part. In both cases over $20,000 dollars were spent on transportation,
however in the first case this expenditure achieved a predicted decrease in parts short
per day that was five-fold less than what was achieved in the second week.
Decision Date Part Number Quantity Decision Type SLC ETA Origin Destination Supplier Decision Cost
7/272007 197A 1728ISLC Transfer NA Winston Salem Nashville Liteen $1.708
7,292007 i197A 834asmiona TT Fped 1112007 WinstonSalem Nashville Liteen $5210
/29 07 197A 1134 TTExpedite 07 Nashville Nashville L te en  $413
292007 197A 114 D sionTTped 8/0 7 Austin Nashville ILiteen $4.200
7/292007 197A 11341TT Expedite 81012007 Austn Austin iteon
I/M2O20,07 19"7A 864lDiverslon 8•/102007 Winston Salem INashville Liteen $250
Total transportation cOi $20,6
Shortage-days reduction over next 6 wMa 9,316
7/10/2007 Alt 2112i r....n&TE. . 7272•007eno Nashville Ben $10,000
7!10/2007 A15 4312 TT Expedite 7272007 Austin Aususti i BenQ I $15,000
Total transportation cost $25,000
Shortage-days reduction over next 6 wkB- 55,599
Figure 2-2: Illustration of the change in valuation of shortage cost. Actual data shown
is fictitious and provided for illustration purposes only.
Some of this variation in the amount spent rectifying shortages can be explained by
the fact that SC3 teams do not minimize parts shortages per day but rather attempt
to keep DSI levels healthy. The DSI level is the ratio of inventory to demand. In the
case of figure 2-2, demand forecasts were 800 and 1600 parts per day respectively.
Thus, when we normalize the number of predicted parts shortages by the forecast
numbers, the resulting ratios are somewhat closer together. This may explain some
of the variation. However, given that profits are made and lost on a per order basis
not a per day's worth of supply basis this mode of reasoning is best left out of the
optimization model.
Another explanation of the changing valuation of shortage is simply that current
inventory balancing as a manual process is affected by changing managerial instruc-
tions. Whatever is deemed an unacceptable shortage by management is fixed through
inventory reallocation until it reaches a level of acceptability without regard to other
cases or actual cost-benefit calculations.
Due to these issues, we began developing another more quantitative method of
valuing and balancing shortage and transportation costs.
2.3.2 Capturing and embedding the actual cost of a shortage
In the summer of 2007, Nadya Dhalla, a student with the Leaders For Manufacturing
program at MIT, conducted a study at Dell to answer quantitatively how much does a
shortage cost.[Dha08] Her study revealed two costs resulting from insufficient supply:
the cost of customer lead time and the cost of orders shipped late.
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In the following sections, we will develop these two concepts, their costs, and the
means for embedding them linearly within the MIP described.
Customer lead time cost: At Dell, the "customer lead time" is the time from
which an order is placed until it reaches the customer. The customer lead time
breaks down into three components: the time between when an order is placed
and when parts become available at the factory to build the order, the actual
build time at the factory, and the time it takes to ship the order to the customer.
While the latter two components in this breakdown are fairly consistent, aver-
aging 3 days, the former component which is based on the availability of parts
varies a great deal, especially in a shortage situation. On a given day, Dell
makes a simple calculation based on parts availability to calculate this time
component and then adds the average three day build and ship time to it to
come up with a customer lead time. This customer lead time is then posted to
Dell's website so that customers know what to expect when placing their order.
For the purposes of this note, we will refer to this inventory availability time
only, ignoring build and ship time, as "customer lead time" from here forward.
There is a cost associated with a given customer lead time. This cost has been
determined by Nadya Dhalla in her 2007 study and is due to lost sales by those
who are deterred from purchasing a computer because the lead time on their
potential purchase is longer than they are willing to wait.[Dha08] Thus, we can
define c iLT as the fraction of total sales lost per additional day of lead time
multiplied by the margin per sale lost. Notice that this value is indexed by
site. This is because different sites have different profit margins for a given part
based on the rates to which the part is attached to various systems.
Customer lead time calculation: For the purpose of this section let us call cu-
mulative supply Stj for a given time t and location e. Note that all the routing
decision variables are completely summarized in S since each affects the supply
line. We develop this explicitly in subsequent sections.
Since the customer lead time is a quote to the customer using a specific calcula-
tion and it is this number that results in lost sales, it is important to model the
customer lead time calculation within the model in precisely the same manner
in which it is calculated elsewhere within Dell.
The customer lead time calculation assumes that orders are processed in a FIFO
manner. All demand on a given day is aggregated across all sites as is all supply.
Orders which arrive on day t are given a lead time of j if day t + j is the first
day on which cumulative supply since day 0 exceeds cumulative demand up to
day t since day 0.
To say this more formally:
CLTtj = inf {k E N : S(t+k)e > Pte)
Linear embedding of the customer lead time calculation: In order to calcu-
late CLTt using linear constraints, we must also define some binary variables,
CLT such that = 1 if S(t+j)e < Pte and 0 otherwise. Let us call the end
of the model's time horizon T and assume for tractability purposes that on day
T + 1 a large amount of supply arrives to fulfill any outstanding orders. To
enforce this definition of yLT above, we apply the following constraints:
PL - S(t+j) < MlyLT for all f, t, j such that t + j T.
Pte - S(t+j)e > M(1 - yti) for all , t, j such that t + j < T.
Using the above constraints to set yjT , we may then define CLTte as:
CLTe YtjZ = ) for all t, .
Although these constraints are sufficient to setting CLTt we can add addi-
tional constraints to aid branch and bound based on some obvious dependencies
amongst the binary variables. Specifically:
]CLT > CLT
CLT > YCLT
Y(t+l)(j-1)e - YtjT
We may now calculate the cost of customer lead time within the objective
function as:
S CCLTltjCLTte
Cost of orders shipped late: On top of customer lead time, costs are also deter-
mined by orders which are late to the customer. For an order to be late to the
customer, it must arrive after the quoted time given to the customer. Ignoring
build and ship times, this means an order is k days late to the customer when
an order placed on day t takes k days longer than CLTt to have parts assigned
to it. We will call the cost associated with this shortage situation cfate. These
costs were likewise determined by Nadya Dhalla's study.[Dha08] They result
from calls to customer service, concessions to the customer, order cancelations,
and a reduction in the likelihood to repurchase from Dell in the future.
Order shipment calculation: In order to assess these costs within the MIP, we
first will develop analytically the term Ntj, the number of orders arriving at £
on day t which can be built in the next j days, and from there we will be able
to assess the cost of orders late to the customer. For this analysis, we assume
orders are processed in a first-in-first-out process by site. Using this assumption
then we have:
Ntje = min(dte, (Iol + S(t+j)e - D(t-1)e) +) for 0 < t < T, £.
Following the definitions given in §2.1.3, Dte is the cumulative demand up to t
at £ while dt, is the demand solely on day t. The logic behind the above equation
is that on the left hand side of the minimum we have the orders which arrive on
day t and on the sight hand side we have the supply remaining, if any, after t + j
days that has not been used to process the first t - 1 days' worth of demand.
The + indicates the positive part of the quantity, because if there is no excess
supply, then 0 orders and not a negative portion of dte can be processed on or
before day t + j.
In §2.1.3, Dte was defined as a normally distributed random variable. It then
follows that:
lol + S(t+j), - D(t-1)t = N(Ioe + S(t+j)t - /(t-1)e, u(t-1)t)
Thus, given dtt = fte (a small concession in comparison to the greater variability
of Dt-1t) we may take the expected value of Ntji as the mean of a truncated
normal random variable with a left truncation point of 0 and a right truncation
point of fte. Collecting terms we then arrive at:
R
E[Ntjlddt = ftt] = fte - o(t-1)e Jj '(x)dx
L
L -,of-S(t+j)1+tLmt-1)1 R u -,of-S(t+j)1+Atewhere utjL = aO(tl)tl and o'R - (t-1)f
As mentioned earlier, all of the routing decision variables from our model in
§2.2 are summed up in the supply line S while everything else (demand, initial
inventory, forecasting error) is static input data, so we can think of the above
expectation as a function of S:
9tt(S(t+3)e) = E[Ntjeldtt = ftt]
This is an increasing function of S(t+j)t with a maximum of fte and a minimum
of 0. For specific values of demand, forecast accuracy, supply, and inventory
gte(S(t+j)t) has been plotted in figure 2-3.
Note that the shape of gte(S(t+j)e) resembles the (D which is unsurprising given
that no matter what the value of S(t+j)t the same width interval, ft,, of (D is
integrated out - this interval is merely shifted up and down according to S(t+j)e.
It is also worth noting that gte is only indexed by t and £ - for every value of
Figure 2-3: gte(S(t+j)e) evaluated using specific values.
j the function remains the same, only the point S(t+j)e where the function is
evaluated changes.
Linear embedding of late order costs: Let us consider sampling n points along
the curve gte, atti for i E {1, ..., n}. We then define a piecewise linear approxi-
mation to gte on the interval [atie, atfn] called get where:
§tf(S(t+j)1) = )gtj(atei) + (1 - A)gte(ate(i+l)),
i = sup{k E {1,...,n} : atek < S(t+j3)}.
Since gte(S(t+j)e) is a piecewise linear function it can be embedded within an
MIP. We will call the evaluation of this approximation Ntje. Furthermore, we
define binary variables, y,te,i for all t, j, L, (i E {1, ...n - 1}) and non-negative
decision variables At,j,t,i for all t, j, £, i. The following constraints then set Ntje:
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nE Atjti = 1 for all t,j, . (1)
i=1-i
At-- <y •tle for all t,j, . (2)A ate Lae 1. (
Atjji < Ytj(i-1) + Ytje for all t,j, e, E 2,..., n- 1. (3)
Atjen < Yjt-1) for all t,j,L. (4)
n-1
Z yt~i = 1 for all t,j, . (5)
i=1
n
S(t+j) = Atjeiatei for all t,j,C. (6)i=1
Ntj= tjtig(atet) for all t,je. (7)
i= 1
Atj~i > 0 for all t,j,, i. (8)
The above linear embedding is a canonical method used in linear programming
for putting a piecewise linear function within an MIP. It can, for example, be
found in Bertisimas' book Introduction to Linear Programming (1997).[BT97]
Since constraint (5) allows only one of the binaries y to be equal to 1, constraints
(1) through (4) make sure not only that each A stays below 1 but also that a
maximum of two of the A's may be nonzero at any time (one if you're on the
end segments). Constraint (6) then expresses the supply S(t+j)e in terms of the
sampled points atei so that in constraint (7) we may actually evaluate gte(S(t+ij)),
arriving at Ntje.
Now that we have set Ntje, we have everything needed to cost out shortages
according to Nadya Dhalla's study.
T-t
V > c> E (j(k)e At-Nt(f-))-(1-(Ytk -Yt(k+l)))M for all t, £, k E 1, ..., T - t.
j=k
In the constraint above, vte is minimized over different totals of late order costs
where each total shifts the cost coefficients cLate by k customer lead time days.
The greatest cost is the one associated with the current customer lead time
since this is the only cost that isn't shifted by M downward.
Sampling gte(S(t+j)e): Above we defined the points atji as the points where gte(S(t+j)e)
is sampled to construct its approximation gtf(S(t+j)e). The question arises how-
ever as to how these atei are best chosen. We select samples to be spread apart in
proportion to the amount that the function curves between them, an approach
similar to that presented by Hamann and Chen (1994).[HC94] To capture this,
let us first define the first and second derivatives of gte(S(t+j)y):
gte(S(t+j)e)& I (URý) _ 1 U
tSt+ )dS tj- (1n(tjt-)
As seen in figure 2-3, for values of ft > 0 there is only one finite point where
gte(S(t+j)e)- = O. Solving for this point, we get:
S(*+j) = -loe + (t-1)e + f2
Implying:
gte(S(t+j)e)' 0 f or S(t+j)t :5 S*
gte(S(t+j);e) < 0 for S(t+j)t > S*t+)
Thus, the integral of the unsigned curvature of gte(S(t+j)e) is:
S(t+Dl
K(S(t+,)e) = f Igte(x) ddx = 2) - #(u4) for S(t+j)e < S*+j)
-00
= tT(ue) -j I(uet) + 2K(S,+j)e) f or S(t+j)e > S*t+A)
Now, in order to sample atei for i 1, ..., n we first set:
atel = -- oI0 - Z qi for all t, .
e iECuc
atin = lo+ E qi for all t, f.
e iECuc
We then sample the rest of the atei between these points uniformly between each
other in terms of total curvature. Thus, we would like to set atti such that:
K(atti) = (n)(K(aten) - K(ateo))
K(S(t+j)e) cannot be inverted in closed form but using the Newton-Rhapson
method we can solve approximately for atei.
S(t+j), in terms of decision variables: Since Ntje by definition must increase with
j for a fixed t and £, we must always satisfy:
S(t+i)e • S(t+j+l)e
This raises the issue of how outbound SLC transfers from £ are folded into S.
We can satisfy the requirement above by merely excluding outbound transfers
after day t from S(t+)e,. This implies that any inbound supply arriving on day
t + j is put toward fulfilling any order which arrived on day t regardless of
whether there is a later outbound transfer of that inventory or not. To consider
the implications of this, let us examine constraint (8) of the MIP in §2.2:
Ef$ZeIf,f(QN(t+j)ej'7 + JX(t+j)ee'i)h + Zef'e Jjý(t±el < I+
In the above constraint, any outbound transfers on day t+j cannot take place
unless there is enough inventory already available to meet all of Dell's backlog at
£ through day t +j, otherwise I+ would be 0. This includes the orders which
arrived on day t. Thus, already inherent in our model formulation is a preference
for fulfilling orders which arrived on t before filling outbound transfers on t + j.
In this way, the exclusion of outbound transfers after day t from S(t+j)e makes
sense.
Given this, we now have explicitly:
S(t+j)e=
Incoming Containers
Incoming Transfers
Outbound Transfers
E
{(i,m):ieC,(ETAP ort+Lnt)<_t+j}
qiYilm + E
{iEC:ODi=e,ETASLC t+j}
E E (QN(k-LsLc))lej, + X(k-LsLC)jerae)+
{J'A,v} {kE{0O,...,t+j}:k-LL C>_sOj} I'l f
V00fe} JkE{O,...,t+j}:kL•e,,•>_O }
t t
E E (QNkerl' + .~ke') - JCkI'{(l',in,} k=O {e'£e} k=O
As of yet, this more precise method of quantifying and capturing shortage costs
has not been tested.
Chapter 3
The Optimization Model in
Software:
Design, Validation, and Practical
Insights
In this chapter we discuss the design of the DAO optimization model software and
its implementation. We present the results of a study which validate its cost saving
performance relative to an SC3 analyst. Furthermore, we discuss practical issues
which have arisen during Dell's use of the optimization model and the ways in which
these issues have been addressed.
3.1 Software Development and Design
Now that we have formally defined the model, we may discuss how it has been imple-
mented in practice. DAO currently uses a software implementation of the Dynamic
Replenishment MIP in its SC3 to assist in managing the inventory of Dell's Ameri-
can facilities. This software implementation performs three separate functions: data
management, optimization, and visualization.
Specifically, each day the model is run it first retrieves all the necessary input
data to run the optimization model, following which the MIP is solved to within a
threshold of optimality. Once the MIP has completed running, the analyst views and
implements decisions using a number of visualization tools. All data management
and visualization occurs within Microsoft Excel. Macros written using the Visual
Basic for Applications language are used to retrieve input data off the Dell intranet,
format data to make it readable by the optimization software, display data for the
user, and provide GUI interfaces for the user to perform certain data management
and decision execution tasks. As for the actual optimization portion of the software
this is performed using an optimization model written in OPL Studio which is solved
using CPLEX.
Figure 3-1 illustrates this high-level data flow between the various parts of the
Dynamic Replenishment software.
Figure 3-1: Software implementation flow.
3.1.1 Data Management
The input data for the optimization model comes from four sources. The first source
of data is the user, the routing analyst, and is typed directly into the model's inter-
face. The three other sources are spreadsheets which exist on the Dell intranet and
are maintained by other teams within and without Dell.
Analyst-managed data :
The data which the routing analyst must manage is the model's static data
that does not change on a daily basis and cannot be updated automatically
from some database. This data includes material routing costs, lead times, and
schedules, part specifications, and any optimization model settings, such as time
limits on the branch and bound algorithm.
Parts numbers of monitors to be routed using the model are entered into the
software one at a time by the routing analyst along with data that is particular
to it using a graphical interface pictured in figure 3-2.
Figure 3-2: Interface for adding parts. Actual data shown is fictitious and provided
for illustration purposes only.
When a part is added to the software, a separate spreadsheet is created for
that part number which stores all data specific to that part such as demand
numbers, inventory, and supply line data. This data is stored on a summary
sheet alongside the software's main interface as pictured in figure 3-3 below.
39
e 3-3: Main interface. Actual data shown is fictitious and provided for illustra-
rurposes only.
On a separate spreadsheet, the analyst maintains logistics data which is not part
specific and changes only when contracts with third party logistics providers
are renegotiated. Specifically, this data includes costs and lead times associated
with diverting, expediting, and transferring material, the port ETA cutoff time
for diversions, and the redball schedule. This spreadsheet interface can be in
figures 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6.
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Figure 3-4: Interface for entering container routing data. Actual data shown is ficti-
tious and provided for illustration purposes only.
Figure 3-5: Interface for entering truck transfer data. Actual data shown is fictitious
and provided for illustration purposes only.
Automatically managed data :
Most of the data is automatically managed by pulling from files on the Dell
intranet. This includes keeping track of container tracking, demand forecasts,
and daily inventories. Tracking data is maintained by third party logistics
Figure 3-6: Interface for entering RedBall data. Actual data shown is fictitious and
provided for illustration purposes only.
providers such as Foxconn, DHL, and Eagle which is stored on Dell's intranet
in an Excel spreadsheet. Demand forecast and inventory data are also kept
in spreadsheets on the network and are maintained by the Demand/Supply
and Factory teams respectively. When an analyst wishes to execute a model
run using today's data to make Dynamic Replenishment decisions, they simply
open the model's Excel interface and press the "Run Macros" button which is
pictured in figure 3-3.
The software interface's VBA macros access Dell's network shared drives, re-
trieve the relevant data, and store it locally on the machine on which the op-
timization software resides. This retrieved data is broken down by part and
stored in each part's respective spreadsheet.
Along with this automatically downloaded data, the optimization software man-
ages and integrates previous routing decisions into its input data to the model.
For example, since no SLC transfer decisions are kept track of in Dell's files as
is container tracking, the model must keep its own records of these decisions.
To do so, the analyst merely uses the the "Enact Decisions" and "Log Manual
Decisions" interfaces. The "Enact Decisions" interface allows the user to log de-
cisions recommended by the model, while the "Log Manual Decisions" interface
allows the analyst to insert decisions made outside the model into the relevant
part's file so that MIP knows of any changes to the supply line not noted in
Dell's supplier tracking file. These interfaces are noted in figures 3-8 and 3-7.
Note that in figure 3-8 there is a column labeled "Time Sensitivity." Each
decision recommended by the model is indexed by a certain day t along the
time horizon - the "time sensitivity" data lets the analyst know how many days
they have to implement this decision before t passes. For example, the first
highlighted decision in 3-8, a diversion of container 335U4335823 from Winston
Salem to Nashville has a time sensitivity of 6, has a time sensitivity of 6, meaning
that in 6 days the container will be at the diversion cutoff point and past that
the decision will become impossible. This time sensitivity information allows the
analyst to determine which decisions must be made today. It is in the analyst's
best interest to delay decisions as long as possible since the opportunity to make
the decision will not be lost, yet the situation may change before the deadline
and render the decision unnecessary.
Figure 3-7: Interface for adding manual decisions to the model's history. Actual data
shown is fictitious and provided for illustration purposes only.
Enact De isions
21219 DIV H.CU44 14 DGG014645 Winston Sdem Nashvie Rai Container 2028 621219 DIV O0414946621 HLCU5H645 Wiston Salem Nashvie Rai Contaier 2028 621219 DIV HLXU409833D 0026HAO802HYFC Wiston Salem Austin Ral Container 202M21 _2 9 DIV HCU9"97 LCUHA0802HYFC Winston Sem Austin Rai Contaier 2028
7NO77 DIV APHL16959107 HLCU5H318250 Winston 5aem Austin Ral Contaier 1848 4
XX9X8 DIV 004142103601 004141726 Nashville Reno Team Truck Contaner 910 1
XX9X8 DIV 300263002628 004141937 Reno Nashville Rai Contaier 910 11
XX9X8 DIV HLXU3040164 HiCUSH899 Winston Salem Nashvle Rail Container 910 3
XX9
X8  
DIV 004140225323 3002662032 Winston Salem Nashvie Rail Container 910 5
Enact S4ected Camed
Figure 3-8: Interface for enacting a model-recommended decision. Actual data shown
is fictitious and provided for illustration purposes only.
3.1.2 Optimization
After the Dynamic Replenishment model software finishes downloading the relevant
demand, inventory, and supply data for each part, the analyst may now run the actual
optimization component of the software, a model written in the OPL Development
Studio environment which runs using CPLEX. There are two portions of the OPL
model. The first is merely a representation of the mixed integer program given in §2.2.
The second is a script which solves the MIP for each part specified in the software's
list of parts. This script handles all of the output from OPL back to the software's
Excel interface so that decisions may be visualized and enacted. Figure 3-9 shows the
OPL development studio the the mathematical model loaded in. The cost function
is clearly visible.
A full copy of the OPL code has been provide in the appendix of this thesis.
Figure 3-9: The OPL representation of the MIP in §2.2.
3.2 Model Validation
In order to gauge the efficacy of the model, we conducted a historical study wherein
the model's decisions were compared against those of an SC3 supply chain analyst to
see how they compared. Specifically, we looked at the ability of the model to achieve
lower transportation cost routing solutions while maintaining the same historical ser-
vice level achieved by the supply chain analyst.
To set up the study, all of the optimization model input data (supply data, tracking
data, inventory data) as well as the history of decisions made by the SC3 analyst from
February to June 2007 were collected for six flat panel monitors that accounted for a
significant portion of the total money spent rebalancing monitor supply during that
time. These six parts were chosen because they represent a good mix of screen sizes,
demand numbers, and suppliers.
The decisions made by the analyst for these 6 parts over the time period of the
study were per broken down per part and grouped by week. For each of these groups
we costed out the decisions and calculated the reduction in expected shortages given
by the analyst's solution. Let us call the new reduced expected total shortage days
resulting from the analyst's decisions v*.
We then ran the optimization model using the same inputs that the analyst had
for the balance tool that day. However, the model run we conducted was subject
to two small changes. First, we added a constraint to the model forcing the total
expected shortages given by the model's solution to be no greater than those achieved
E207WFP
20' flat panel
1907 PVA
19' flat panel
1908 FP
19' flat panel
1707 Silver
17' flat panel
1707 FPVT
17' flat panel
Ei57FP
15' flat panel
Figure 3-10: The six parts selected for the validation study.
by the analyst's solution. This constraint ensures that the model's solution maintains
approximately the same service level as the analyst did when making their decisions.
Second, we remove expected shortage costs from the objective function. Thus, we
are effectively minimizing transportation costs subject to maintain a similar or better
service level as the analyst. The results of these runs then give us an "apples to
apples" comparison with the analyst - transportation costs can be compared subject
to maintaining the same service level. Below the modified formulation is summarized:
Transportation Costs Only
min c cfntyiem + cBOL(~ Zjem - 1)+ SLCNte, Wteei)+
i,t,m j gRr {(t,tf',rhn):f t'
{(t,e,e,):efe,}
s.t. Original Constraints in §2.2 (1-13)
E VU _ v* (14)
The reasoning behind this study design is that if shortage costs were merely left in
the objective, then it would be difficult to compare the total costs of an analyst's solu-
tion (transportation and shortage) versus the total costs of the optimization model's.
The difficulty arises from the fact that the balancing performed by the analyst is
by default using some implicit B value which as we discussed in §2.3 changes from
part to part and time period to time period as demand and the goals of management
change. By ignoring the cost of a shortage and merely concentrating on the number
of shortages and the cost of rebalancing, we achieve a comparison which avoids these
complications.
The results of the study are summarized in figure 3-11. The model was able to
achieve a total reduction in transportation costs of 46% over the analyst's expendi-
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tures while maintaining the same service level.
Model Savings from Feb. 19 - Jun. 1, 2007
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Figure 3-11: The percentage of rerouting dollars spent on the 6 validation study parts.
The values on the axes have been disguised.
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The model was able to achieve this significant reduction in transportation costs by
providing more complex decisions that would not be readily apparent to the analyst.
To illustrate this, we give a fictitious but representative example where a set decisions
typical of that of an SC3 analyst are compared against those recommended by the
model. We present three different supply chain projections, one where no decisions
are made, one with the analyst's decisions, and a third with the model's decisions, all
entered into the balance tool for visualization purposes. The initial situation, given
in figure 3-12, shows that a shortage situation is approaching in Austin. Figure 3-13
shows what would perhaps be the analyst's solution. Three trucks' worth of supply
would be moved by team driver transfers to Austin. The supply would be taken from
NCO since it has the most supply.
Figure 3-14 shows the model's solution to the problem. The most striking feature
of the solution is that one of the truck transfers is done away with in favor of a series
of red ball transfers, which present a much cheaper alternative. Since there is an eight
pallet limit, the transfer has been split up across multiple days. This solution offers
a 33% savings over the analyst. Furthermore, the solution gives the added benefit of
delayed decision making. While the analyst would need to make all three transfers
on day 0 since it might be a matter of time before they can return and reanalyze this
part's supply line to balance it again, the model recommends a number of decisions
which leave later in the future, allowing time for the situation to further develop and
uncertainty to reduce before the decisions are enacted. Since the model can be run
quickly on a daily basis, these future recommendations have room to change if the
need should arise.
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Figure 3-12: The balance tool picture starting on March 14 before any decisions are
made. Actual data shown is fictitious and provided for illustration purposes only.
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Figure 3-13: The supply chain analyst's solution for correcting the Austin shortage.
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Figure 3-14: The model's solution is less expensive and more complex. Actual data
shown is fictitious and provided for illustration purposes only.
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3.3 Practical Refinements
Through the continued use of the optimization model within the North American
SC3, a number of practical issues arose that needed to be worked out.
3.3.1 Flipped expedites:
Oftentimes, a shortage situation would arise across two sites both of which have con-
tainers hitting port on the same day in the future. The shortage situations can be
alleviated by expediting one container to each site. Since there is no cost associated
with switching from one destination to another once the two containers have been
expedited, oftentimes containers which needed be switched from their original desti-
nations often are. Figure 3-15 below illustrates this with the model's decision output
and time line visualization:
Part# Decision Cont 130oL Orig Dest Mode........TY parts Tme Sensitivity
HX948 DIV XULU4699335 XXU699335 Nashville Austin Team Truck Container 2184 0
HX948 :DIV :XUXU6919335 XXU6923XU Austin Nashville 'Team Truck Container 2184 0
4/1/2008 4/2/2008 4/3/20081 4/4/2008i 4/7/2008 4/8/2008. 4/9/2008 4/10/2008 4/11/2008; 4/14/2008
Austin-
Demand Forecast 1091 10911091 1091 . .. 547 547 547 547 547 569
Arrivals and Departures 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 2184
Inventory 4249 3158 2067 976 -11 -662 -1209 -1756 - -2850
Expected Backlog . 0
Nashville:
Demand Forecast 1216 1216: 1216 1216: 680 680 680i 680: 0 674
Arrivals and Departures 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: 0 4368
Inventory 5726: 4510, 3294, 2078i 862 182 -498 -1178 -1858: -2538
Expected BackJog 0 0
Figure 3-15: Here the two containers which are expedited are also swapped. Actual
data shown is fictitious and provided for illustration purposes only.
Although there is nothing wrong with this solution from a cost perspective, the
SC3 analysts preferred to have solutions which had less destination changes. By
adding the following cost component to the objective function:
E Yiem
{iEC,£#ODi,m$ "Rail"}
This essentially adds a dollar penalty for this flip flopping. With this penalty in
place, the same run now gives the following more agreeable, although cost-identical,
solution:
Part # Decision Cont BQL # Orig Dest Mode OTY QTY parts Time Sensitivity
X8848 DIV TRL47919335 NON062363 Nashville Nashville Team Truck Container 2184 0
X8848 DIV CRLU4793352 MN0062345 Austin Austin Team Truck Container 2184 0
4/1/2008 4/2/2008 4/3/2008 4/4/2008 4/7/2008 4/8/2008 4/9/2008 4/1012008 4/11/2008 4/14/2008
tin
nand Forecast 1091 1091 1091 1091 547 547 547 547: 547 569
vals and Departures 01 0 0 0 -0 . . 09i . 9 2184
ntory 4249j 3158 2067 976i -115 -662 -1209 -1756i -2303: -2850
ected Backlog 0
Nashville:
Demand Forecast
Arrivals and Departures
Inventory
Expected Backlog
1216' 1216. 1216. 1216i
0 0 0 0.
5726; 4510 3294 2078;iiiiiio o7iiiii71111
....~.~....-.. .........
680 680
-498 -1178:
680'
-1858
674
-4368:
-2538
Figure 3-16: The penalty prevents swapping. Actual data shown is fictitious and
provided for illustration purposes only.
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3.3.2 Retail Orders:
In 2007, Dell introduced its products into retail stores such as Wal Mart and Staples.
This move away from a purely direct model affects the optimization model, because
these large retail orders have no variability and are placed well in advance. When a
retail order "drops" in advanced, sometimes it is placed in backlog, however it may
not need to be built for weeks. This added backlog skews the expected shortage
calculation since there is no rush to actually build these orders. To illustrate this
problem, consider the situation in which a 5000 monitor order for a retail outlet is
placed in backlog a month before it need be filled:
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Figure 3-17: The extra 5000 orders in backlog stack up expected shortages in
Nashville. Actual data shown is fictitious and provided for illustration purposes only.
These expected shortages in Nashville cause the model to recommend a very
aggressive solution:
Part # Decision Cont # BOL # Orig Dest Mode OTY OTY partsiTime Sensitivity
U33.1 .DIV APZAP52991 -APA-431'8547Winston Salem. Nashville:Team Truck* Container 920 0
U331 1 DIV APHZU426378 APAP52318547inston Salem Reno Rail Container 920 0
U3311 TRK TRNS N/A N/A Austin NashvieTeamTruck 1 II 884 0
U3311 TRK TRNS N/A N/A Reno :Nashville Team Truck 4 ftI 3536 0
Figure 3-18: A large amount of inventory is shifted to Nashville to cover these false
shortages. Actual data shown is fictitious and provided for illustration purposes only.
Since these orders needn't be built for a month, there is no need to make these
decisions now. Instead, we developed a method whereby the retail order is added
in on the day where it must be built by merely shifting the forecast error bias up
by 5000 units. The reason why the bias is shifted and not the forecast itself is that
these orders should not affect the standard deviation of the forecasting error since it
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This situation then leads to a less aggressive solution by the model:
IPartf #Decision Cont # iBOL # Orig Dest Mode: QTY
U3311 DIV ;APZAP529901 APAFU4318547 Winston Salem Nashville Rail Container:
U3311 DIV APHZU426378 APAP52318547 Winston Salem Nashville Rail Container:IU3311 TRK NTRNSN/A N/A Reno Nashville Truck. 1 ftl It
QOTY partsiTime Sensitivity
920. 0
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Figure 3-20: A less aggressive fix to the shortage situation. Actual data shown is
fictitious and provided for illustration purposes only.
3.3.3 Tracking Issues:
Currently tracking data is provided to Dell by logistics providers. The logistics
providers each maintain their own tracking data which they then feed in to a stan-
dard spreadsheet manually for Dell to use. The use of secondhand, manually updated
tracking data has led to several difficulties:
Port ETA data: The suppliers do not provide Dell with port ETA dates in the
tracking file at present. These dates are necessary to determine when a container
is divertible or not. However, given that the tracking file includes only SLC ETA
dates, port ETA dates must be backed out using lead times. This method will
occasionally lead to the model recommending a diversion of a container which
is a day past the diversion point.
------------- -- -
Tracking container arrivals: SLC ETA dates are assigned by the supplier. Some-
times these dates are updated to reflect new information, sometimes they are
not. Most often SLC ETAs are not updated, but instead the supplier will merely
input a comment within another field of the tracking file indicating a new SLC
ETA. Since these comments are typed manually they have no consistent format
and so string processing cannot be used to capture this new information.
Oftentimes a container may arrive late but the SLC ETA date will never be
updated to reflect this. When a container has arrived, it is the supplier's re-
sponsibility to remove its data from the tracking file. Thus, in the case that a
container is still within the tracking file but past its SLC ETA date, the model
assumes the container will arrive tomorrow. However, since container track-
ing is manually maintained oftentimes containers will not be removed from
tracking when they have arrived. The model thinks the container will arrive
tomorrow, but in fact the container has already been reflected in inventory.
That container's contents will now be counted double, once in inventory where
it actually now is and a second time in the supply line as arriving tomorrow.
This incorrect view of inventory can alter the decision recommendations of the
model. There is no fix for this problem beyond encouraging suppliers to be
more diligent in updating their container tracking information.
Missing data: Containers will show up within the tracking file without destinations,
without container numbers, without bill of lading numbers, or without SLC ETA
dates. Since the model is missing this necessary data, the current fix is to ignore
the container and send a warning message to the routing analyst. This alert
allows the routing analyst to either update the tracking or notify to the supplier
to do so.
Unreflected Diversions: When a container is diverted, this information will not
show up within the tracking file for several days if ever since it must be placed
in manually by the supplier. The current solution to this problem is that the
model saves the diversion internally so that it can remember this the next day.
All of these problems stem from the same issue: container tracking is not yet
updated in an automatic and consistent fashion. Some of the problems listed can be
addressed using internal bookkeeping, however in the case of container arrivals, there
is no fix. Currently, Dell is changing the way inventory is tracked within the supply
line, incorporating such features as automatically updated tracking for containers
upon receipt within an SLC. Improvements such as this will hopefully resolve tracking
issues.

Chapter 4
Extending the model to a global
scale
Prior to this point we have considered an exogenous supply chain with no upstream
warehouse to store inventory. Currently, suppliers produce inventory and ship it
directly to Dell's regional centers based on 90-day demand forecasts which they are
provided. Since Dell is able to divert supply among DAO, the Port of Los Angeles
serves as a stockless depot for intraregion rebalancing decisions.
In this chapter, we extend the model to consider an upstream warehouse which
does stock inventory. We will refer to this warehouse as the "global warehouse" (GW).
Instead of the suppliers shipping directly to regions, one can imagine a situation where
the suppliers would instead ship their inventory to a single warehouse. Dell would
from that point take over the allocation of that inventory on an interregion level.
Having an upstream warehouse which stores incoming material from suppliers and
allocates it to regions all around the world, would allow Dell to make allocation
decisions further up the supply chain than the intraregion decisions made by the
regional SC3 offices.
The global warehouse model extension makes decisions on how much inventory
to send from the GW to every Dell facility and by what means to convey it. Present
in the model are also decisions to conduct SLC transfers and container diversions,
but these decisions will not be for the GW to implement but rather to simulate what
actions a regional SC3 office is likely to take and factor them in to ordering decisions.
For example, if the GW has limited inventory for a given part that both Limerick,
Ireland and Winston Salem, North Carolina require, the knowledge that Austin has
inventory which may be trucked to Winston Salem becomes important in favoring
a shipment from the GW to Limerick. Since these transfer and diversion decisions
are internal and only paint a rough picture of how each region will ultimately act to
balance supply, these decisions will not have the degree of granularity given in the
model presented in §2.2.
4.1 Model Formulation
In this section we define the mathematical optimization model for the GW much as
we did for DAO by first defining static input data, decision variables, and random
variables, after which we will introduce the entire model formulation.
4.1.1 Static Input Data
Facilities: For the GW extension, as is the case in the DAO model formulation, Dell
factories will be indexed by £.
Initial inventory: We define the current inventory at a Dell factory or merge center
as Io0 equal to the on-hand inventory in the factory and SLC minus backlog.
As for the initial inventory at the GW, we call this IOGW.
GW Supply Line: To capture the upstream supply line from Asian suppliers to
the GW, we define ht as the amount of supply coming into the global warehouse
on day t.
GW Shipment Routes: We define a transportation mode, m, to be some means
of getting supply from the GW to a regional SLC. Thus, a transportation mode
implies both a means by which parts are grouped (e.g. 20' container) and a
type of conveyance (boat, plane, etc.) by which this grouping is shipped.
Modes which might be used at the GW would be similar to those already used
by Dell's logistics providers:
Grouping Means of conveyance
20' Container Ocean freight
40' Container Ocean freight
45' High-cube Container Ocean freight
Unit Load Device (ULD) Air freight
Furthermore, given a mode m and destination facility e, we define a GW ship-
ment route as r = (m, A) and the collection of all such routes 1TGW. For route
r, let Tr be the first day into the future on which route r can be used given that
the decision to use r is made today. For instance, if today is day 0 and it takes
one week from the day of the decision to actually put a 20 ft container on the
water then in this case T2ofooter = 7.
For a given route r = (m, £), let Q, be the quantity of parts that are shipped
per grouping using the route's mode m where a grouping may be a shipping
container, pallet, or even individual part.
Similarly, define L, and cr as the lead time and cost per grouping respectively
to move supply from the GW to SLC using route r. In order to accommodate
scheduling constraints on freighters and airplanes, we also introduce binary flags
Sir which are set to 1 in the case that on day t (t > Tr) a shipment departs on
route r.
Downstream Supply Line: In order for the GW model to make ordering decisions,
it must know what the current supply line looks like both to Dell facilities
worldwide, indexed by e as well as the GW itself.
We capture already-in-progress shipment data for the GW model much the same
as we do for the DAO model:
Container Disembarkation Original Qty Port ETA SLC ETA
Port Destination
1 LA Austin 816 Sept 14 Sept 24
2 LA Nashville 1274 Sept 22 Oct 2
3 Chicago Nashville 368 Oct 1 Oct 2
etc... etc... etc... etc... etc... etc...
i DPi ODi qi ETAP'o ETASLC
Note that in the table above, DPi and OD, are used to signify a container's
disembarkation port and original destination which will be determined by the
GW. ETAFP t and ETASLC stand for the dates on which the container i will
arrive in Los Angeles and the SLC respectively.
Diversion and Expedite Cutoff Times: For each disembarkation port, contain-
ers which are routed through it have the possibility of being diverted to other
facilities as the section below will detail. In order for a container to be diverted,
Dell must notify the carrier in advance and so their is a point past which a
container may no longer be diverted. For containers coming into LA, this point
is 3 days before port. For supply routed through Chicago on airplanes, the
routing analyst may divert supply any time virtually until the supply has left
the airport. For each disembarkation port we therefore input this cutoff time,
call it TDp for all disembarkation ports DP.
Using these cutoff times and the downstream supply data described in the table
above, we now define C, the subset of containers i that may still be re-routed
(diverted or expedited), and C its complement.
Diversion and Expedite Routes: Containers which have not yet passed their di-
version cutoff point may be rerouted to a new destination or expedited via a
new transport mode which is reachable through their disembarkation port. We
define a diversion/expedite route as a starting disembarkation port and a final
destination facility as well as a means of getting there.
Some examples of diversion/expedite routes are:
Disembarkation Port Destination Means
LA Austin Rail
LA Austin Team Truck
Chicago Austin Team Truck
etc... etc... etc...
Let us call the collection of all such diversion routes R 'Di
For each r E RDiv we define the lead time from disembarkation port to desti-
nation, Lr, and the cost of the route, cr.
Obviously for a container on its way by boat to LA, it can only be diverted on
routes which also use LA. To account for this, for any container i, we define
RDit C RDiv as the subset of diversion routes which share the disembarkation
port DPi. Likewise we define RDiv C RDiv as the subset of diversion routes
which share the final destination £.
SLC Transfer Routes: As part of the model's internal representation of how an
SC3 regional team will act, the model will make transfers of inventory from
one facility to another. For simplicity, we assume only a single means of trans-
fer from facility to facility. Thus, we define an intra-regional transfer route
as an origin and destination pair (t, £'), such as (Austin, Nashville). We let
"SLc be the set of all such routes. Furthermore, for any location f we define
(L SLC, C RSLC as the subsets of routes which respectively originate or
terminate at facility £.
For each r E RSLC, we define Lr and c, as the respective standard transfer lead
time and cost per part transferred for those two facilities.
4.1.2 Decision Variables
GW variables: Let xt, be the number of groupings (containers, pallets, etc.) sent
on day t via GW shipment route r.
Internal region-balancing variables: Each routable container, i E C, can go be
diverted to any route re Div". The model must decide to which location tot  any route r E '"DPi"
route the container, and to capture this decision we define binary variables yir
for all i E C, r : r E ' DP where Yir = 1 if container i is routed on r and yiz = 0
otherwise.
As for intra-region parts transfers, we define Ntr to be the number of parts that
will be transferred on route r at time t.
Inventory variables: Although we will develop the notion of inventory a great deal
further in §4.1.3, we define here a number of decision variables.
We let IGW be the inventory at the GW on day t. For Dell factories £, let
Itj be the mean inventory on day t. Furthermore, we define It and I• as the
respective positive and negative parts of Ite. In addition to this, we define the
binary variable It i' which equals 1 when It, is positive and 0 otherwise.
Expected Shortage variables: For each time t and location £, we define vtj to be
the customer experience cost variable that is minimized over the piecewise linear
approximation to the expected shortage cost function. For further information
on this approximation, see sections §4.1.4 and §4.1.6 below.
4.1.3 Random Variables
Demand: The GW model follows the DAO model exactly in how it addresses de-
mand. Future customer demand at a Dell factory is inherently an unknown,
random quantity which we will call dte for a given day t at a factory e. The
Demand/Supply Team at Dell predicts dte using forecasts fti. The error distri-
bution of the cumulative forecast up to day t is eu and is distributed normally.
Thus we may define cumulative demand up to day t at £ as:
t
Dt = L dke
k=O
t
= fke + ee
k=O
= N(plt, aute)
Future Inventory: While Ioe is a static input, future inventory at a Dell facility can
be affected by shipment decisions within the model. For Dell factories, future
inventory is also a function of demand acting upon the facility.
Thus, the model maintains equations to balance inventory at the GW and Dell
facilities worldwide.
For the GW we have:
Initial Inventory
tGW =
IOGW
t-1
Supply from Manufacturers E hk-
k=O
Outbound Shipments to SLCs Z ( Z QrXkr) for all t > 1.
rEJZGW Tr<k<t-1
For Dell factories and merge centers we define equations to balance inventory
both before and after the day's demand has been applied:
Initial Inventory
GW Orders
In-progress Shipments
Inbound SLC Transfers
Outbound SLC Transfers
Demand
Ite =
loe+
Z ( QrXkr)+
rEIZGW Tr<k<t-Lr
E ( E qiYir)+
rER D vV {iEC:(ETAPort+Lr<t-1} {jEC:ODDj=,ETASLC<St-I
E ( E N(k-Lr))-
rE-RSLC {kE{O,...,t-1}:k-Lr>O}(-If)
E E Nkr-
rETg
S L c k=O
p(t-l)e for all t > 1, e.
As in the DAO model, Ite is then the mean inventory at £ on day t. To capture
shortage costs however we must look at the entire distribution of inventory:
Iond = N(loe - Itoe, aUo) = N( 0oe, ao) for all f.
Itan d = N(Ite - ( i - I(t-1)e), ate) = N(ut, uat) for all t > 1, e.
Since we will be using inventory to compute expected shortages, I have defined
it above pessimistically as the inventory prior to day t's supply arriving but
after day t's demand has arrived.
4.1.4 Shortage Cost
As in the DAO model, shortage costs are assessed as a linear factor times the expected
number of parts each factory is short each day. Let B be this shortage cost factor. In
the model's present form, this parameter B is set by the analyst through experimen-
tation such that the model gives decisions that correspond to the same service level
maintained by Dell without the model. However, in future versions of the model, B
will be calculated in order to closely fit the actual cost of late orders to the customer
which have been empirically gathered by Nadya Dhalla in her 2007 study. [Dha08]
Then using the inventory calculation above, we note that the shortage cost at a
given facility £ on a day t is:
BE[ (I/nd)-I =BE
Just as in the DAO model, this calculation can be shown to be a convex function
of the decision variables, so by setting upper and lower bounds on the expectation,
we may sample tangents along it to approximate the function as an envelope of linear
functions. For each time t and location £, we take P tangents where each tangent
is characterized by a slope stlp and a y-intercept btep for p E 1,..., P. We may then
minimize a decision variable vt, over the envelope to calculate expected shortage days
for day t at location £.
4.1.5 Objective Function
The GW model balances expected shortage costs with transportation costs which
includes both the cost of ordering parts from the GW as well as the cost of balanc-
ing inventory within regions. We can state this formally in the following objective
function:
GW Shipment Costs E crxtr+
t,rEIZGW
Rebalancing Costs E CrYir+
rEJDiviECr DPi
E c,Ntr +
t,rEfZSLc
Shortage Costs B Et,e vtt
4.1.6 Constraints
Aside from the inventory balance equations listed above in §4.1.3, there are a number
of additional constraints that are incorporated into the optimization model.
Global Warehouse Order Constraints: The constraints regarding the GW are
simple. Since the GW does not fulfill demand, it has no backlog, thus the
facility's inventory must never go negative. This constraint is simply represented
as:
IGW > 0 for all t.
Other than this, the only constraint is merely that shipments out from the GW
abide by their schedule fed to the model:
Xtr, 5 M(Str) for all t, rE RGW.
where M is some sufficiently large number. This allows xtr, the number of
groupings to be sent on r on day t, to be positive only when the corresponding
binary scheduling flag St, is true.
Regional Balancing Constraints: Although the internal regional balancing deci-
sions are for the model's use only and are not implemented, there are a number
of constraints that must be placed on them to make sure that they conform re-
alistically to decisions that regional SC3 offices can actually make. For example,
inventory cannot be transferred out of a facility that has none (or in the case
where backlog exceeds net on hand, negative inventory). In this case, we use
four constraints in tandem to capture this fact. First, we split inventory into its
positive and negative parts. Since inventory is either positive or negative but
never both simultaneously, we add another two constraints to enforce that only
one of these parts is nonzero at all times. The final constraint enforces that all
of the outbound transfers do not exceed the positive part of inventory. We list
these constraints formally below:
Split into pos. and neg. parts:
Only one part may be nonzero:
Transfers out do not exceed I+ :
Ith = It+ - Ij for all t > 1,7.
I <t M(I n) for all t> 1,e.
I _< M(1- I B in) for all t> 1, .
EZESLC Nr • It+ for all (t, £).(L, .)
As for diverting containers, a container may only be diverted within the original
region to which it was destined, and among those destinations, the model must
pick only one (obviously a container may not go to two places at once). This
is captured simply by summing the routing variables for a given container and
making sure their sum equals 1, as follows:
/yir = 1 for all ic C.
rET
D i v
DP i
Expected Shortages: Since the equation given in §4.1.4 is convex and is sampled by
tangents, in order to evaluate expected shortages for a given given set of trans-
portation decisions, we plug those decisions into each tangent's linear equation
and minimize the expected shortage variable vte over their tangential envelope:
vte Ž step((pte - Ip(t-1)e) - Itt) + btip. for all (t,t,p E P)
4.1.7 Global Warehouse Model Formulation
Given the above definitions we may now define the optimization model:
min Z crxtr + crYir±+
t,rERGW iEC,rERDiv
ScCrNtr + B Et,t vt'
t,rEZRSLC
t-1
(s.t.) ItG W  I oGW +  E hk- ( 1 QrXkr) for all t_> 1.
k=0 rE7ZGW Tr<k<t-1
It e=Io + E ( QrXkr)+
rTEGW Tr<k<t-Lr
S( qiYir) + qj +
rEZ D iv {iEC:(ETAPOrt+Lr<t-1} {jEC:ODj=I,ETA<LC t-1}
t-1
S( Z N(k-Lr)r)- E Nkr-
rETESLC {k{O,...,t-1}:k-Lr>O} reERS L k=0(.,) ' (e ,.)
M(t--l) for all t 1, .
It, = It+ - I for all t > 1, £.
I• < M(I i n) for all t> 1,_ .
I < M(1 - IJ") for all t l,> .
<rESLC Ntr • Itj for all (t, ).
rEqDiV ,ir = 1 for all i C.
Xtr, M(St,) for all t,r E RGW.
Vtt _ Sttp((/it - P(t-1)e) - It) + btep. for all (t, ,p E P)
Yir, Itin E {0, 1} for all (t, i, r E Di).
Nter, It, ; WIGW > 0 for all (t, , r E RSLC).
Xtr EZ for all (t, rE RGW).
Ntr E Z for all (t, r E SLC).
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
4.2 Supplemental Controls
4.2.1 Allocation Constraints
The user may wish to enact strict allocation controls as to a maximum percentage of
the GW inventory which is afforded to a given region, perhaps as a penalty for inflating
demand forecasts. For each region, T, we define W, as the fractional allocation for T
and RGW C RGW as the set of GW shipping routes which go to region T.
These W, are static input to be provided by the analyst. Denoting the final day
within the model's time horizon as T, the following constraint may then be added to
the model to enforce these limits:
T
E E QrXkr W(IOGW + hk) for all r.
rTEZGW Tm,<k<T k=0
This constraint allows 7 to use no more than W, of the total inventory the GW
will have over the time horizon. In this manner however, 7 could still use greater
than W, of IoGW at the beginning of the time horizon only to make it up by using a
T
much smaller fraction of the later incoming supply, L hk.
k=O
If the analyst were to wish stricter control over T consuming no more than W, of
the GW's inventory, constraints of the exact same form may be added to the model
for additional times t at weekly or biweekly intervals.
4.2.2 Solution Prioritization
The GW model can be scripted to run on each part that the GW manages. The
model does not take into account capacity constraints on ships and airplanes since
these constraints are across parts, thus once the model has been run, and the ordering
decisions have been decided upon, decisions which use the same transportation mode
on the same day must be prioritized.
This prioritization can be accomplished by computing the marginal reduction in
expected shortage costs conferred by each decision and then implementing those de-
cisions with the highest reductions first in the case of a capacity issue. To understand
this let us first define for a given part, the GW order decisions given by solving the
GW model in §4.1.7 as x*4 for all t and r.
After the optimal solution x* is computed, we compute a baseline for expected
shortage costs by adding the constraint xt, = 0 for all t and r to the model in §4.1.7.
Solving this, we will call the expected shortage values we come out with as vto for all
t and f.
For each ordering decision of our optimal solution, xt*r,, we solve the GW model
adding in the constraint xtr = 0 for all (t, r) such that (t, r) $ (t', r'). Call the
expected shortage values we come out with as vIf' for all t and £.
Thus the marginal reduction of expected shortage costs per grouping by a specific
decision x*,,< may be given as:
B t, vtf - B Et f vtj
Given these shortage cost reduction values, the analyst can prioritize one part over
another that choose to use the same mode by seeing which decision has the greatest
cost impact.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
In chapter 1 we developed the historical background and motivation for the work
contained in this thesis. Namely, it was discussed how the shift of Dell's supply base
to Asia coupled with Dell's move to multiple factories within North America gave
rise to the establishment of the Supply Chain Command Center in Austin whose
responsibility is to maintain inventory balance among factories within DAO. The need
to standardize and simplify the practice of making rebalancing decisions whose costs
were mounting from year to year, led to the initiation of the Dynamic Routing Phase
I project, which supplied the "balance tool" for projecting future inventory positions
across factories, allowing supply chain analysts to anticipate inventory shortages and
make replenishment decisions in a proactive as opposed to a reactive manner.
During the course of Dynamic Routing Phase I, the potential for the automation
of supply rebalancing using an optimization model became apparent. As Amy Reyner
details in her thesis, "Upon repeating [supply rebalancing] decisions multiple times per
week, it became apparent that there was a flow of logic behind them. Ones thought,
then, is that perhaps these types of decisions may one day be automated." [Rey06]
Beginning in the fall of 2006, the Dynamic Routing Phase II project which is the
subject of this thesis was begun to address just that need.
The core product of the Dynamic Routing Phase II project was a supply allocation
model for DAO. In chapter 2, we detailed the formal definition of this model, a mixed
integer program, whose decisions are identical to those used by a supply chain analyst
to rebalance supply. While the decisions recommended by the model are the same,
the model is able to account for a good many quantitative details that a human
analyst cannot in making its recommendations. Perhaps the most important such
feature of the model is the way in which it embeds randomly distributed demand
within the framework of a mixed integer program as described in section §2.1.4.
The model's decisions objectively minimize total transportation costs and expected
shortage costs across sites in light of demand forecasting error. Another interesting
quantitative detail which the model handles that escapes the "balance tool" projection
of DSI levels is the cost of a shortage. While the cost of a shortage was first set to
maintain the same service level maintained historically by manual decision making, it
became apparent that the desired level of service varies based on demand levels and
managerial goals. Thus in §2.3.2 we describe a means of embedding actual shortage
costs provided by Nadya Dhalla's study within the optimization model. [Dha08] These
costs give the model's decisions a quantitative weight which is not yet present in SC3
supply allocation practices today.
While the formulation of the model is key, Dell was naturally interested in an
actual product which could be plugged in at Dell to operate with their databases. This
product, an actual software prototype of the supply allocation mode for Dell's North
American SC3, was the subject of Chapter 3. The model interfaces with Dell's internal
databases to pull demand forecast, inventory, and supply tracking information. All of
the model's data is maintained in Excel while the actual optimization is performed in
OPL CPLEX. The MIP is solved on a part by part basis using a script, allowing the
analyst to run the optimization model for all parts from start to finish within the span
on a half an hour. For over a year now, the optimization model has been used in some
capacity at Dell. Its results have been validated by comparing its recommendations
against those historically recommended by the analyst. This study was discussed in
§3.2.
This real world implementation of the model was of great interest during the
project. The modifications that needed to be made to account for special circum-
stances, such as the method for dealing with large retail orders discussed in §3.3.2,
and the user interface tools that were added to the model to make it useable show
the difference between a formal model that operates "in a vacuum" and a real world
model which must account for the particular industrial setting or corporate cultural
in which it finds itself. Nothing reveals the difficulties of implementing the supply
routing allocation model at Dell more than the supplier tracking issues documented
in §3.3.3. Going forward, it will be interesting to see how the model fares once better
systems for providing input data to the model are put into place, such as the adoption
of advanced shipping notice (ASN) technology for tracking containers more closely.
While the global extension of the supply allocation model present in Chapter 4 is
at present a hypothetical exercise, it may become useful in the future as Dell's supply
chain continues to evolve. Such a model would aid Dell in deciding where inventory
should go all around the world as opposed to relying on suppliers' interpretations of
90-day forecasts.
All of these things considered, this project addressed opportunities for automation
and optimization revealed during Dynamic Routing Phase I and yet it has itself
created even further opportunities for Dell in the future to optimally manage its
global supply chain.
Appendix A
Code
The following appendix includes the OPL CPLEX code which implements the MIP
described in §2.2.
/*********************************************
* OPL 5.1 Model
* Supply Routing Optimization Model
* Author: John Foreman
* Last Modified: 4/6/2008
*********************************************/
//////TUPLES//////
//Initial inventory datatype
tuple inv {
string 1; //location
int inv; //inventory}
//potential delivery date datatype
tuple pdDate {
string container;//container number
string d;//destination
string m;//mode of transportation
int cost;//cost
int leadtime;//leadtime
int pdd;//potential delivery date}
//demand data datatype
tuple dData {
int f;//demand forecast
float mu;//mean forecasting error
string 1;//location
int t;//number of business days into the future}
//diversion route datatype
tuple routing_route {
string d;//destination
string m;//mode
int cost;//cost per container
int leadtime;}
//truck/team truck transfer routes
tuple trcktrans_route {
string m;//mode
string o;//origin
string d;//destination
int cost; //cost per truck
int leadtime;
//redball transfer route datatype
tuple redball_route {
string o;//origin
string d;//destination
int cost; //cost per pallet
int leadtime;
int t; //days from today that i t leaves on
}
tuple transfer {
string i;
string o;
string d;
int dep_t;
int arr_t;
int q;
//container datatype
tuple container {
string c;//container number
string b;//bol number
string id; //initial destination
int idd; //initial delivery date
int q; //quantity
string mode;//original mode of delivery
int untilport;
//approximation segment datatype
tuple approxLine {
float m;//slope
float b;//y-intercept
int n;//index of line segment
string 1;//location
int t;//number of business days into the future
tuple ms_routing {
string container;
string d;
string m;
}
tuple ms_tt {
int t;
string o;
string d;
string m;
int tl;
int ltl;
int ltl_parts;
}
tuple ms rb {
string t;
string o;
string d;
int pallets;
//////SINGLE CONSTANTS//////
int BigM = 200000;
int cutofftime = ...;
int rbMaxPallets = ...;//max pallets allowed on rb transfer
int PartsPerPallet =
int PalletsPerTruck =
int truckCap = PartsPerPallet*PalletsPerTruck; //part capacity per truck
int HorizonEnd = ...;//number of business days our model looks into the future
int BOLSplitCost = ...;//administrative cost for creating a new bill of lading
int numApproxLines = ... ; //number of lines in a single approximation
float shortageCost = ...; //shortage cost in dollars per part
int TIMELIMIT = ...; //max. number of seconds cplex is given to terminate
rb_flag = ... ;//i = "there exist active redball routes"
rc_flag = ... ;//1 = "we have routable containers"
nrc_flag = ...;//i = "we have non-routable containers"
dn_flag = ...; //1 = DO NOTHING flag, what's the cost of
ms_flag = ...;//1 = Manual Solution
trans_flag = ... ; //1 if I have real transfers
rms_flag =
ttms_flag =
rbmsflag =
doing nothing.
int shortagect_flag =
float shortagect_1b =
float shortagect_ub =
{string} Facilities = ... ; //index array of facility names
range horizon = O..(HorizonEnd-1); //set of possible t subscripts
//loading up my transfers
{transfer} TransferData =...;
{string} TransferInds = {i I <i,o,d,dep_t,arr_t,q> in TransferData};
transfer Transfers[TransferInds] = [g.i: g I g in TransferData];
execute {
//in the case that our transfer list was empty
//populate the blank transfer with actual, yet
//will still run.
if(trans_flag = 0) {
for( i in TransferInds) {
Transfers [i] .o = "Austin";
Transfers[i .d = "Nashville";
Transfers[i) .q = 0;
Transfers[il .arr_t = HorizonEnd+1;
Transfers[i .dep_t = HorizonEnd+1;
and we read in a blank line
worthless data, so that the model
}
//loading various routes...only active routes are loaded
{routingroute} rRoutes = ...
{trck_trans_route} ttRoutes =
{redball_route} rbRoutes =
//loading my containers
{container} ContainerData = ...; //set of routable containers
//creating BOL and Container number index arrays
{string} BOLs = { b I <c,b,id,idd,q,mode,untilport> in ContainerData};
{string} ContNums = {c I <c,b,id,idd,q,mode,untilport> in ContainerData};
//index my containers by their numbers
container rContainers [ContNums] = Eg.c: g I g in ContainerData];
//load non-routable containers
{container} nrContainerData = ... ; //set of unroutable containers
{string} nrContNums = {c I <c,b,id,idd,q,mode,untilport> in nrContainerData};
container nrContainers[nrContNums] = Eg.c: g I g in nrContainerData];
//load potential delivery dates
{pdDate} pdDatesData = ... ;
//index my potential delivery dates by container number and diversion route
int pdDates [ContNums] [rRoutes];
execute {
if(rc_flag == 1){
for (var a in pdDatesData)
pdDates [a.container] [rRoutes .get(a.d,a.m,a.cost,a.leadtime)] = a.pdd;
}
}
//load initial inventories
{inv} initInvs =
{inv} initBLs =
//index them by location
int initInv [Facilities];
execute {
for (var a in initInvs)
initInv[a.11 = a.inv;}
int initBL[Facilities];
execute {
for (var a in initBLs)
initBL[a.1] = a.inv;}
//load my demand data
{dDatal demandData = ... ;
//create indexed arrays of demand forecasts
//and forecasting error means
int dForecasts[horizon] [Facilities];
float errMean[horizon] [Facilities] ;//means of the forecast error
execute{
for (var a in demandData) {
dForecasts[a.t] [a.l] = a.f
errMean[a.t] [a.] = a.mu
}
}
//loading approximation lines
{approxLinel approxLines = ...;
//creating indexed arrays of means and y-intercepts
float ApproxMeans [horizon] [Facilities] [1..numApproxLines];
float ApproxYints [horizon] [Facilities] [1..numApproxLines];
execute{
for(var a in approxLines) {
ApproxMeans[a.t] [a.11 [a.n] = a.m;
ApproxYints[a.t] [a.l][a.n] = a.b;
}
//set the cplex time limit
execute PARAMS {
cplex.tilim = TIMELIMIT;
}
{msrouting} r_msdata = ...;
int routingVarms [ContNums] [rRoutes];
execute {
if(ms_flag == 1) {
for (var i in ContNums) {
for(var r in rRoutes) {
if(r.m != rContainers[il.mode II r.d != rContainers[i].id) {
routingVar_ms[i] Er] = 0;
} else {
routingVar_ms[i] Er] = 1;
}
}
}
if(rms_flag == 1) {
for (var a in rmsdata) {
for(var r2 in rRoutes) {
if(r2.m == a.m && r2.d == a.d) {
routingVar_ms [a.container] [r2] = 1;
} else {
routingVar_ms [a.container] [r2] = 0;
}
}
}
}
}
{ms_tt} tt_msdata =
int fulltrucksVarms [horizon] [ttRoutes];
int finaltruckVarms [horizon] [ttRoutes];
int ftnumpartsVar_ms [horizon] [ttRoutes];
execute {
if(msflag == 1) {
for(var t in horizon) {
for(var r in ttRoutes) {
fulltrucksVar_ms[t] Er] = 0;
finaltruckVarms [t] Er] = 0;
ftnumpartsVar_ms[t] [r] = 0;
}
}
if(ttms_flag == i) 1
for (var a in tt_msdata) {
for(var r2 in ttRoutes) {
if(r2.m == a.m && r2.o == a.o && r2.d = a.d) {
fulltrucksVarms[a.t] Er2] = a.tl;
finaltruckVar_ms[a.t] [r2] = a.ltl;
ftnumpartsVarms[a.t] [r2] = a.Itl_parts;
}
}
}
}
}
{msrb} rbmsdata =
int rbpalletsVar_ms horizon] [rbRoutes];
execute {
if(ms_flag == 1) {
for(var t in horizon) {
for(var r in rbRoutes) {
rbpalletsVar_ms[t] Er] = 0;
}I
if(rbms_flag == 1) {
for (var a in rb_msdata) {
for(var r2 in rbRoutes) {
if(r2.o == a.o && r2.d == a.d) {
rbpalletsVar_ms[a.t] [r2] = a.pallets;
}
}
}
///////DECISION VARIABLES/////////
//True if a container is going to a facility by a mode.
dvar boolean routingVar[ContNums] [rRoutes];
//True if a container on the BOL is going to that facility.
dvar boolean bolsplitVar[BOLs] [rRoutes];
//number of full truck loads of parts using a truck mode are
//leaving at a particular time from one facility to another.
dvar int+ fulltrucksVar[horizon][ttRoutes];
//A binary variable for the last not-so-full truck.
dvar boolean finaltruckVar[horizon] [ttRoutes];
//number of parts going into that last not-so-full truck.
dvar int+ ftnumpartsVar [horizon] [ttRoutes];
//number of pallets going out on a given redball route on a given day.
dvar int+ rbpalletsVar [horizon] [rbRoutes];
//my expected shortage at a certain facility and time.
dvar float+ expshortageVar[horizon] [Facilities];
dvar int+ invVarPos[horizon] [Facilities];
dvar int+ invVar_Neg[horizon] [Facilities];
dvar int invVar[horizon] [Facilities];
dvar boolean invflagVar [horizon] [Facilities];
//this variable allows us to express the cost function in a constraint
//so that we may exploit OPL's if-then-else statements
//in order to capture the fact that we do not always have
//routable containers, nonroutable containers, or active
//redball routes
dvar float transcostVar;
dvar float shortagecostVar;
dvar float totshortage;
dvar float totshortage_fac[Facilities];
//////////ACTUAL MODEL////////////
minimize
transcostVar+shortagecostVar;
subject to {
//this is the objective function which I have
//pushed into a constraint in order to use OPL's
//if-then-else statements since my objective
//varies based on whether my container
//or red ball route arrays are empty.
ctObjective:
transcostVar == ((sum(i in ContNums, r in rRoutes) r.cost * routingVar[i) [r]) +
(sum(i in ContNums, r in rRoutes: r.m != "Rail" && r.d != rContainers[il.id)
routingVar [i] [r] )+
(BOLSplitCost * (sum(j in BOLs)((sum( r in rRoutes) bolsplitVar[j] [r]) - 1))))
rc_flag +
(sum(t in horizon,ttr in ttRoutes) ttr.cost * (fulltrucksVar[t] [ttr] +
finaltruckVar [t] [ttr]))+
(sum(t in horizon,rbr in rbRoutes) rbr.cost * rbpalletsVar[t] rbr])*rbflag;
ctInvIdentity:
forall (t in horizon)
forall(l in Facilities)
invVar [t] [1] == (invVarPos [t] [1] - invVar_Neg[t] [11);
ctShortageCost:
shortagecostVar == shortageCost*totshortage;
ctShortage:
totshortage ==
sum(t in horizon,f in Facilities) expshortageVar[t][f];
ctShortage2:
forall(f in Facilities) totshortage_fac[f] ==
sum(t in horizon) expshortageVar[t]Ef];
ctShortage3:
if(shortagect_flag == 1 && dn_flag == 0) {
totshortage >= shortagectlb;
}
ctShortage4:
if(shortagect_flag == I && dn_flag == 0) {
totshortage <= shortagectub;
}
//This constraint essentially calculates
//the future inventory on a given day,t, at a location,l,
//and places it into invVar Et]) [1
ctInv:
forall (t in horizon)
forall(l in Facilities)
(invVar_Pos[t] [11 - invVar_Neg[t] [1]) ==
( initInv [l +
(sum(i in TransferInds: Transfers[i) .d == 1 && Transfers [i.arr_t <= t-1)
Transfers[i .q) -
(sum(i in TransferInds: Transfers[il.o == 1 &&
Transfers[il .dep_t <= t-1 && Transfers[il.dep_t >= 0) Transfers [i] .q) +
(sum(r in rRoutes: r.d == 1)
sum (i in ContNums: pdDates[i) [r] <= t-1)
rContainers [i) .q*routingVar[i] Er]) * rcflag +
(sum(i in nrContNums: nrContainers[il.idd <= t-1 && nrContainers[i].id == 1)
nrContainers[i).q) * nrcflag -
(sum(ttr in ttRoutes: ttr.o == 1)
(sum(t_prime in horizon: tprime <= t-l)
(truckCap * fulltrucksVar tprime][ttr] + ftnumpartsVarEt_prime][ttr]))) -
(sum(rbr in rbRoutes: rbr.o == 1)
(sum(tprime in horizon: t_prime <= t-1)
(PartsPerPallet * rbpalletsVar [t_prime) [rbr]))) +
(sum(ttr in ttRoutes: ttr.d == 1)
(sum(t_prime in horizon: t_prime <= t-I && (t_prime - ttr.leadtime) >= 0)
(truckCap * fulltrucksVar [tprime-ttr.leadtime] [ttr] +
ftnumpartsVar [t_prime-ttr. leadtime] [ttr]))) +
(sum(rbr in rbRoutes: rbr.d == 1)
(sum(t_prime in horizon: tprime <= t-1 && (t_prime - rbr.leadtime) >= 0)
(PartsPerPallet * rbpalletsVar [tprime-rbr.leadtime] Erbr]))) * rb flag -
(sum(t_prime in horizon: t-prime <= t-1)
dForecasts [t_prime] El) -
(sum(t_prime in horizon: t_prime == t-1)
errMean[t_prime] [11) //a single cumulative error mean
//see above in the defn of invVar for an explanation.
ctInv2:
forall(t in horizon)
forall(l in Facilities) invVar_Pos[t] [l] <= BigM*invflagVar[t] [l];
ctInv3:
forall(t in horizon)
forall(l in Facilities) invVar_Neg[t][1] <= BigM*(l-invflagVar[t][1]);
//This constraint makes sure that a container is
//only routed to a single destination
ctRouting:
if(rc_flag == 1) {
forall (i in ContNums)
sum(r in rRoutes) routingVar[i] [r] == 1;
}
ctBOL Sane:
if(rc_flag ==1) {
forall(j in BOLs)
sum(r in rRoutes) bolsplitVar[j] [r] >= 1;
}
//keeps track of how many bills of lading are needed
ctBOLi:
if(rc_flag == 1) {
forall (j in BOLs)
forall(i in ContNums: rContainers[i].b == j)
forall(r in rRoutes)
bolsplitVar[j] Er] >= routingVar[i] Er];
}
//if all containers are diverted from their original destination,
//we still must keep a note of the fact that we have a BOL for that
//original destination
ctBOL2:
if(rc_flag == 1) {
forall (j in BOLs)
forall(i in ContNums: rContainers[i].b == j)
forall(r in rRoutes: r.m == rContainers[i].mode
&& r.d == rContainers[i .id)
bolsplitVar[j] Er] == 1;
}
ctMaxTransfer:
if(rb_flag == 1) {
forall (t in horizon)
forall(l in Facilities)
(sum (ttr in ttRoutes : ttr.o == 1)
((truckCap*fulltrucksVar [t][ttr]) + ftnumpartsVar E[t] ttr]))+
(sum (rbr in rbRoutes : rbr.o == 1)
(PartsPerPallet * rbpalletsVar[t][rbrl))
invVar Pos [t] [1];
} else {
forall (t in horizon)
forall(l in Facilities)
(sum (ttr in ttRoutes : ttr.o == 1)
((truckCap*fulltrucksVar [t] [ttr]) + ftnumpartsVar [t] [ttr]))
invVar_Pos[t] [1];
}
//You may not load more into the final truck than its capacity.
ctTruckLoads:
forall(t in horizon)
forall(ttr in ttRoutes)
ftnumpartsVar[t][ ttr] <= truckCap*finaltruckVar[t][ttr];
//You may not load more pallets onto the redball than the maximum.
ctRedBall:
if(rb_flag == i) {
forall(t in horizon)
forall(rbr in rbRoutes: rbr.t == t)
rbpalletsVar[t] [rbr] <= rbMaxPallets;}
//This keeps us from using redball transfers
//on inappropriate days
ctRedBall2:
if(rb_flag == 1) {
forall(t in horizon)
forall(rbr in rbRoutes: rbr.t != t)
rbpalletsVar[t] [rbr] == 0;
}
//this is the shortage cost constraint
//we are minimizing the expected shortage cost
//over a piecewise linear function.
ctCustExpi:
forall(t in horizon: t != 0)
forall(l in Facilities)
forall(a in 1..numApproxLines)
expshortageVar[t] [1] >=
ApproxMeans [t] [11] [a]*((errMean[t] [1] + dForecasts [t] [1]) -
((invVar_Pos[t] El] -invVarNeg [t] El[) + errMean[t-1] El]))+
ApproxYints [t] [1] [a ;
ctCustExpO:
forall(l in Facilities)
forall(a in 1..numApproxLines)
expshortageVar [0] [l] >=
ApproxMeans [0] [i] [al *((errMean [0 [11 + dForecasts [0 [11) -
(invVar_Pos [0] [1]-invVar_Neg [0] [11 ))+ApproxYints [0] [l] [a];
ctDoNothingRouting:
if(dn_flag == 1) {
forall(i in ContNums)
forall(r in rRoutes: r.m != rContainers[i].mode II r.d != rContainers[i].id)
routingVar [i][r] == 0;
}
ctDoNothingTL:
if(dnflag == 1) {
forall(t in horizon)
forall(r in ttRoutes)
fulltrucksVar[t] Er] == 0;
}
ctDoNothingLTL:
if(dn_flag == 1) {
forall(t in horizon)
forall(r in ttRoutes)
finaltruckVar[t] Er] == 0;
}
ctDoNothingRB:
if(dn_f lag == 1) {
forall(t in horizon)
forall(r in rbRoutes)
rbpalletsVar[t] Er] == 0;
}
ctManualRouting:
if(ms_flag == 1 && dn_flag == 0) {
forall(i in ContNums)
forall(r in rRoutes)
routingVar[i][r] == routingVar_msi] Er];}
ctManualTL:
if(msflag == 1 && dn_flag == 0) {
forall(t in horizon)
forall(r in ttRoutes)
fulltrucksVar[t][r] == fulltrucksVar_ms[t][r];
}
ctManualLTL1:
if(ms_flag == 1 && dn_flag == 0) {
forall(t in horizon)
forall(r in ttRoutes)
finaltruckVar [t] Er] == finaltruckVar_ms [t] r];
}
ctManualLTL2:
if(ms_flag == 1 && dn_flag == 0) {
forall(t in horizon)
forall(r in ttRoutes)
ftnumpartsVar[t] Er) == ftnumpartsVar_ms[t][ r];
}
ctManualRB:
if(ms_flag == 1 && dn_flag == 0) {
forall(t in horizon) {
forall(r in rbRoutes) {
rbpalletsVar[t] Er] == rbpalletsVarms [t] [r];
}
}
I
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